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Footer Logo

Deb Buining named queen

Hom ecom ing activities continue into w eekend
homecoming - (hom-cum-ing)
college or university.

an annual celebration for alumni at a

A celebration for alumni'? Not entirely at Cedarville. Student activities
abound throughout homecoming side by side with alumni activitiesTBeginning Oct. 9 and continuing through Oct. 16. this homecoming prom
ises to be the "biggest and best yet.” according to Homecoming Chairman.
John Jackson. The week's theme is "Reflections."
Miss Deb Buining received the honor of being the 1982 Homecoming
Queen last Saturday evening. Attending Miss Buining in the court are
Seniors Jill Southward, Tammy Will and Rhonda Christ. The Junior class
is represented by Angela Cooke, the Sophomores by Sara Burnes and the
Frosh by Julie Ann Hudson.
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More banquet photos on page 7
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As the results of-the contest are announced, the candidatesfor Homecom
ing Queen react with a variety o f emotion. Deb Buining (third from left)
was crowned. Other pictured court members include Rhonda Christ es
corted by Roscoe Smith and Tammy will escorted by Chris Felt.

Homecoming festivities will continue through the following weekChapel, on Monday through Thursday, will feature alumni speakers. On
Wednesday evening. Student Body Chaplain Bobby Shomo will preside
While alumni activities continue through the day, so will student ones.
over a special Senate sponsored prayer meeting centered on reflecting
At 6:45 p.m. Student Senate sponsors a hay ride. At 9 p.m. there will be
back on the Cross.
-an informal sacred concert featuring our alumni, an event sponsored by
Prism III. a concert featuring college students, faculty and staff will Senate for the student body.
occur at 8 p.m. on both Thursday and Friday evenings (Oct. 14-15). De
Senate Social/Cultural Chairman Jeff Brock indicated that Saturday’s
scribed "as light shining through a prism reflecting many colors,” the activities would conclude with BYOP. He declined to reveal the signifi
concert will surround the interior of the James T. Jeremiah Chapel.
cance of BYOP, but did note that the location is Alford Auditorium and
The traditional homecoming parade kicks off at 10 a.m. Saturday, the film Year o f the Beast will be shown.
Oct. 15. Preceding it will be the two mile and ten kilometer Alumni Road
Run*. The parade, according to Homecoming Chairman Jackson con
"Welcome to 1926,’’ the 1982 coronation banquet began at 6:30 p.m .,
tains more units than ever before. He pointed out that the academic class Oct. 9. Featuring a menu of steak and shrimp, the banquet served as a
es and student organizations were being encouraged to design and build backdrop for crowning the 1982 Homecoming queen, Deb Buining.
floats.
Homecoming activities are jointly sponsored by Student Senate, the
Throughout the afternoon, the alumni will challenge the varsity
Office of Alumni Relations and the Campus Activities Office. Working
baseball and junior varsity soccer teams. At noon alumni will hold their
with Senate Vice president Jackson have been Curtis Hoke, Edd Sturdevannual awards luncheon while students dine on the lawn. The soccer
ant. Carla Marling and Jeff Brock. Sturdevant, in turn has been aided in
game vs. Asbury College begins at 2 p.m. and will include parachutists,
the banquet planning by Jeff Summerlin, Kathy Bachelder, Chris Felt and
naming of float competition winners and a presentation of the queen and
Sheila Stephenson.
her court.

Alumni return on other side of fence
Excitement to be here, and en for later in my life [to come to
thusiasm for the coming year Cedarville as an instructor] - I
seemed to be the prevailing at wasn’t expecting it this soon. 1was
titudes of new professors and staff excited about the opportunity of
to the Cedarville College campus coming back here and getting this
who took time out of their incredi kind of experience.” Admitting
bly hectic schedules to grant inter that the new situation will be an ad
views.
justment, such as working with in
Jim Leightenheimer, assistant stead of under his former instruc
professor of broadcasting, returns tors, he declared himself to be
this year as an alumnus of Cedar- looking forward to it.
ville, having gained his bachelor’s
He will be teaching Audio Con
degree in a double major of speech trol Techniques fall quarter, part of
and broadcasting in 1980 and plan an advanced clinic, and all the re
ning to pursue his master’s at Ohio mainder of the broadcasting
State University this coming clinics.
spring.
Teaching health education and
A neophyte to the teaching pro physical education courses, as well
fession, Leightenheimer neverthe-, as coaching volleyball and softless is no newcomer to his field, ball, Elaine Brown added her name
having worked at WCDR while in to the faculty roster last spring, ful
school here, and since working as filling a long-time goal. "My pro
director of public affairs and an fessional and personal goal when I
nouncer at WFCJ radio in Miamis- left in 1977 was to return to Cedar
burg.
ville,” stated ,the graduate of
Contacted in March about com Cedarville who also gained her
ing to Cedarville, Leightenheimer master’s degree at the University
commented, "It was a desire I had of Dayton. Having previously

taught four years at Middletown
Christian schools as well as coach
ing, Miss Brown, a native of Gallipolis, Ohio, has plans to begin
pursuit of her doctorate next sum
mer, hoping to complete her de
gree while maintaining a teaching/
coaching schedule.
Supplementing a well-estab
lished social science department is
Dr. Rex Rogers, new assistant pro
fessor in political science. Also a
Cedarville
graduate,
Rogers
gained his M.A. at the University
of Akron, then spent three years at
the University of Cincinnati, de
fending successfully his disserta
tion on county government reor
ganization.
Having taught at a Christian
academy for three years in St. Al
bans, West Virginia. Rogers also
practiced his profession in another
Christian school in Cross Lanes,
West Virginia for two years. Pur
posely gearing his college studies,
he says, to be able to fit possibly
into the teaching staff here at the

college, he saw a goal fulfilled in
stepping into his spot here. “When
I was in college, I decided I wanted
to teach at the college level. I al
ways had Cedarville in the back of
my mind, but I never specifically
planned to come back.”
Specializing in state and local
government, public administra
tion, and urban politics, Rogers
sees political science and business
as being interrelated. “What you
are doing in business is colored by
what’s happening in political sci
ence,” he asserted.
Janet Bauer, new assistant pro
fessor in the nursing program
stated. "I feel like I'm finally find
ing a home again." when speaking
of her frequent moves and posi
tions which have ended, it would
seem with her teaching at Cedar
ville.
Gaining her diploma from
Hackley Hospital School of Nurs
ing in Michigan, a degree from
(continued on page 6)
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Man of God remembered
The roles of historic Christianity
are laden with men and women
who challenged their contem
poraries to holy Irving: many of
them made a lasting mark on
Christianity.
This summer Christianity lost a
spokesman who indicted the
“Churchianity” of our generation.
On July 28, a light plane carrying
Keith Green, two of his children
(Josiah and Bethany), eight mem
bers of the John Smalley family
and pilot Don Burmeister crashed,
burst into flames and killed all
twelve.
Since their conversion in 1975,
Green and his wife Melody sought
to follow God’s leading. They
began by opening their home to
“create an oasis for thirsty souls in
a bare world barren of love...but
full of religion.” In 1978 they
began publishing the Last Days
Newsletter, mailing it to 6000
“friends and brethren.” In 1979,
Last Days Ministries was founded
by the Greehs and 23 friends.

At this_ time, the Last Days
Newsletter mailing list includes
over a quarter-million people. The
Last Days Intensive Christian
Training School expanded rapidly.
Over 130 Bible studies have arisen
from follow up to Green’s latest
concert tour.
In addition. Last Days still pro
vides two of Green's five albums
for “whatever you can afford,"
says their promotional flyer. Over
six-million tracts have been distri
buted and two new publications are
slated to join the Last Days News
letter in circulation.
The varied ministries of Keith
Green have touched students here
in recorded form, in tract form and
in new audio and video cassette
ministries. The obedience of one
man and his wife has indeed
proven fruitful. Although we are
deeply sorrowed by the homegoing
of this brother, we are encouraged,
excited and convicted by the
words and memories left.

Tteste
Sytm&ste
College Press S e m e s -

Insanity plea deemed unacceptable option
Summers in rural Ohio are by
nature not exceptionally exciting.
A summer job, perhaps taking care
of a lawn or garden, doing an inde
pendent study...not a thrill a
minute.
Summer monotony was rudely
disrupted this past season for
Ohioans in a certain small, un
noticed sector in the northwestern
region on the outskirts of Lima. An
event, of no unusual import or sig
nificance perhaps anywhere else in
the nation, rocked the complacent
farmers back on their heels. The
event? A kidnapping...bizarre, un
expected, ugly. A tiny farming
community named Elgin woke up
Monday morning, Aug. 9. to find
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its postmistress, a petite. 49-yearold woman, missing from her
usual place of duty, only minutes
after she had been seen opening the
post office. Local residents' stories
converged upon the chain of events
leading to the abduction of Betty
Jane Mottinger, a seven-year em
ployee
whom
acquaintances
termed sweet and quiet. Rural
Ohioans know quite well that kid
nappings occur - they just never
thought it would happen to one of
them. The shock could be compare
to finding that a member of one’s
family is a murderer or such - resi
dents were quoted as saying, “I
can't believe this happened to
her...not in Elgin...everyone's

locking their doors at night for the
first time."
After a month passed, even
the most believing began to doubt
seriously that Mrs. Mottinger:
whose husband already suffered
from a severe heart condition,
would ever see her home again.
Sure enough. Sept. 19 saw inspec
tors being informed of a body
wrapped in plastic found in in a
soybean field, discovered while
farmers were harvesting. The de
composed woman obviously was
Betty Jane Mottinger, who, it was
later revealed, had been stabbed to
death and then thrown into the
dense field where she could not be
found until, again, it was too late.
True, the incident is not by any
means an isolated case - of course,
e p e r s ,
it made a lot of news because it
happened in the most unsuspected
showers were hand scrubbed, of places where crime seems not to
sometimes taking as much as four have previously found a foothold.
Tragically, so many crimes are
hours for one.
Hats off to both housekeeping committed hourly that the average
and maintenance staffs for their person thinks nothing, is slightly
very apparent hard work this sum callous, when reading of murders
mer.
s

p ra is e d

Upon arriving on campus 1 was
greeted with a very nice surprise.
That surprise is the overall appear
ance of the campus grounds, it's
great to return and see everything
in readiness for the new school
year. The grounds look as though
great care was taken so that we
might have some very healthy
grass. To prove this. I'm afraid
that I must confess that 1cut across
a lawn. (Sorry, President Dixon.)
The grass is, well, the only word
that my colleagues and I could
think of that would do justice is
lush. The lawn which I am refer
ring to is the one between Maddox
and Lawlor and its present condi
tion is an extraordinary improve
ment over last year. The flowers,
now in full bloom, add a touch of
color in every corner of the cam
pus. (With my luck, by the time
this comes out, they will all have
been struck by a killer frost.)
1would also like to point out that
housekeeping has done equally
well with the campus buildings and
dormitories. Carpets have been
shampooed, and the interiors of
those dorms that I have seen are
immaculate. The bathrooms have
been given special attention by
housekeeping this summer, as one
member of the staff informed that

and abductions in other areas of the
country. Taking a closer look
beyond the tip of the proverbial
iceberg, however, shows one a
frightening resemblance forming
among
all
highly-publicized
crimes for whom defendants are
brought to trial - the defendants are
seldom punished. Through the for
mation of a neat little twist of haw
called "innocent by reason of in
sanity,” criminals who openly
flaunt their direct responsibility for
crimes against society are no
longer even slapped on the wrist
with a prison sentence; they are
coddled, counseled and "talked
through" their "illness" by psychi
atrists at obliging mental hospitals
who open their arms all too wil
lingly in a Statue-of-Liberty ges
ture toward those who were driven
to desperation by their environ
ment.
. . .
One s mind at this point im-.

mediately jumps, as if o,n cue. In
the assassination attempt on Presi
dent Reagan by John Hinckley Jr.,
the young man who deliberately
planned his Nazi-style execution
ot the nation's top man with his
special bullets, careful planning
and shooter’s crouch. The rest of
the story need not be reviewed in
length: on July 9. 1982, over a year **■
after he shot President Reagan,
press secretary James Brady, a
bodyguard and a policeman.
Hinckley was declared in a jury
trial to be innocent by reason of in
sanity, this decision approved by
U.S. District Judge Barrington
Parker, who ordered Hinckley to a
mental hospital for an indefinite
length of time. Since that time.
Hinckley has been confined to St.
Elizabeth Hospital in Washington,
D.C. for psychiatric evaluation.
The circus around ringmaster
^ ^ (c o n tin u e ^ r^ a g ^ ^
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New phone system
installed, explained
*

The idea of installing telephones
in individual dormitory rooms is
not a new one. It was thought of
several years ago, and this year has
been brought to life. Three
hundred phones have already been
installed in Lawlor and Printy,
while phones for the remaining
dormitories are expected to be in
stalled before the first of the year.
By the time this occurs, there will
be over seven hundred dormitory
phones on campus. Students will
be charged only for their long dis
tance calls. Local calls and the
monthly service charge will be
covered by the students’ quarterly
room fee.
Since Lawlor and Printy are no
longer operating on the old system,
they must call the switchboard
(766-2211) and request the desired

L-extension if they wish to call a
dorm still operating on the col
lege’s central system. This also
means that Lawlor and Printy will
not be able to call other dormitories
after the switchboard has closed,
though those dormitories with col
lege-operated phones will be able
to call them. If there is.a great
enough demand, there is a possi
bility of having the switchboard
open 24 hours until all of the dor
mitories have private phones.
Rather than increase the col
lege’s present system, the choice
was made to allow Bell Telephone
to put in the phones as there have
been, problems with the old sys
tem.
“We want the communications
system to be adequate for the stu
dents,” said Ken St. Clair, the col
lege’s Business Manager.

More space results from library expansion
Returning students may notice
more open space in the library as
they return to studies. The library
has expanded in several ways, the
most noticable to students being
the periodicals room, according to
library director Lynn Brock. Cur
rent and bound periodicals, micro
film readers, copier and files, and
related indexes have been moved
into the old media auditorium, al
lowing the remaining shelves and
tables to be spread farther apart.

was under $5000.
"We're hoping that the physical
changes will be a positive contri
bution to the students,” Brock re
marked. “I think it will improve
their ability to use the facility at
least a little,” he added.

est attempt to show our apprecia
tion for an interested faculty,” she
remarked.

Expansion in other areas has in
cluded the employment of two pro
fessionals to the library staff: an in
structional media specialist and a
reference librarian. Brock noted
Some hesitations were present
in using the media auditorium, but -also, “a good, steady growth” in
Wteir inventory of equipment and
Brock explained that film showing
volumes. The addition of new
has been decentralized in the re
academic programs places de
cent past and that film equipment
mands that the library include vol
Brock explained that this change has been placed in other buildings
umes relating to those disciplines,
where
usage
is
the
greatest.
fulfilled some short-term goals for
the nursing department has been
the facility. More space is avail
the
most recent addition, requiring
The second change has been the
able for current periodicals which
that the library expand its inven
remodeling
of
the
special
collec
previously could not be shelved
tory of related books. "We just
due to lack of space. About thirty tions room to house also the new
want to do better what we’re
seats have been added with the faculty development center. Dr.
doing,” he commented.
Sharon
Biddle,
associate
academic
other seats being placed farther
apart. The additional room also has dean, explained that the center will
helped to eliminate some of the provide a place for faculty to relax
L e a c h ’s L a u n d r o m a t
and interact with each other. Mate
"visual clutter" in the entrance.
rials have been placed there which
7 a.m.-10 p.m., closed Sun.
The change in layout was im address the three-fold focus of the
.20 Xenia Ave., Cedarvilleplemented in the hopes of reducing program: teaching critical think
noise. Reading and copying ing, developing communication
skills and using an integration ap
machines have been moved into proach in teaching. The center will
the periodicals room to eliminate be open to the faculty throughout
mechanical noises, and students the day and evening. The money
will be more spread out. Socializ for the room was donated from out
ing in the building will hopefully side the college, according to Dr.
be reduced with opening of the stu Eliddle. Brpck also explained that
dent center, Library staff member the room still contains special col
Darleen Carano noted that students lections and will be available to
should have more privacy now, those who need those materials.
that factor helping to promote a
more quiet atmosphere.
Dr. Biddle continued to explain
The library staff did all of the that the faculty did not request the
work except carpeting, and Brock facility, but their response has
estimated that the cost involved been positive: “It's kind of a mod

Further expansion is in the
hands of the administration and
trustees: the initial program for a
new building or addition was sub
mitted to the library task team last
June. Brock noted that the team
would be meeting again this year

and that the library is one of the
next major projects under consid
eration.
He concluded by expressing
hopes for a good year. “We’re try
ing to respond as best we can to
student needs."

Your kind of food store”
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 9-5
306 N. Main, Cedarville
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Insanity plea continued from page 2\
ing, purchased special weaponry tells him, they say, that not only is
and even shot from a shooter's he "bad, but mad.” (Newsweek
crouch, proving that the act was May 24. I982).
One weekly newsmaga/ine acnot merely an unpremeditated act
of violent emotion...instead, it count of the trial's proceedings
was a cold-bloodedly calculated stated that "only" 3 1(X) people held
move of an intended killer. The in mental hospitals in 1978 were'
kicker came in when his defense there as part of an innocent-by-in
stated that he couldn't resist the sanity verdict. At this point, one
urge to kill because he was driven item became evident —either the
by a deranged mind. When this de magazine or the editors of this
veloped in the newspaper accounts paper were verging on insanity.
of the trial, state upon state began The use of the word “only” when
reviewing the validity of the inno referring to 3 100 murderers and
cent by reason of insanity plea. kidnappers residing comfortably in
Twenty-four states already had a hospital was mind-boggling.
employed the "guilty but insane” How many killers of Betty Jane
status, while Idaho previously Mottingers were, as Hinckley re
abolished the defense entirely. ported in the July 12 issue of U.S.
Some turnabout antagonists of the Slews and World Report, playing
plea claimed the the verdict was ping pong, shooting pool, watch
actually unfair to the defendant. It ing TV and signing autographs for

congratulatory fellow patients?
The crux of the innocent by
reason of insanity pleas lies in the
assumption that circumstances.surrounding an individual produce
mental disorders, totally uncon
nected to his volition. Then, held
as a puppet by these disorders, the
individual marionettes through any
crime he wishes, only to be
punished by temporary placement
in a mental hospital. After psychia
trists prove satisfactorily that the
defendant is "competently sane.”
he is released to walk the streets
again, neither unchecked nor even
rebuked by the society which he
has helped to destroy.
The crux of Christian theism lies
in the fact that God created men
with free wills, who may choose
and build up a value system which

eventually will influence their driving desire to make actress
choice for or against redemption Jodie Foster take notice of him
and sanctification. God neither im made him. he-said, shoot Reagan
pulses nor restrains his creature to to make her understand how he felt
act within or without His will - we about her. Now, after months in
are not shoved into Heaven or the mental hospital, he expresses a
Hell. We are not predestined either desire daily to kill Jodie foster.
to kill or to save lives. The im Punishment forthcoming after
plementation of the innocent by such evident awareness of his
reason of insanity verdict not only crime and full intentions to commit
endangers society - it boomerangs another one? Not a chance. He re
the glass windows of Biblical. ceives a bit more frequent pats on
God-acknowledging living.
the back and psychotherapy from
Hinckley's psychiatrists re his hospital counsellors who in
ported that he suffered from a com tend. it has been reiterated, to re
plex mental disorder that made him lease him once proven mentally
an unpredictably dangerous per competent.
son. Their jjinal diagnosis? His is a
Why not adopt the guilty but in
schizotypal personality, marked
by magical thinking and "serious sane verdict which would allow
defects of realty testing" such as il defenders their fun in proving their
logical thinking and delusions. His clients insane, and yet would not
allow the defendants to roam freely
after a short stretch in an institu
tion? Defendants, once given this
verdict, enter a mental hospital
college’s propectus, one of the five until proven sane: then they enter
presented the case,
“The members of Liberty Bap stated goals of the department is to their life sentence in prison. This
tist College, students and faculty show the scientific basis for Bibli eliminates such travesties as mur
alike, have made a number of cal creationism. Creationism is not derers playing ping pong, signing
statements that they only receive a science.,.
autographs and swearing to kill
In March, the Michigan state again. The attainment of this ver
training in creationism,” she’ar
gues. “Their only concern with Board of Education resolved to op dict on the remaining 26 state bal
evolution is why it is false or in pose teaching creationism. In Jan lots will not only protect society
uary 1982, a federal court over from repeat offenders, but will re
valid.
Liberty Baptist natural science turned an Arkansas law requiring store some of the almost abolished
schools
to
teach rule of crime, no matter what the
department Chairman Dr. Terry public
Weaver counters that, “The state creationism.
circumstances which "drove ir
can require us to meet certain edu
Nevertheless, a September 1982! resistibly” the individual to his
cational standards, but it cannot Gallup Poll showed 44 percent of action, deserving punishment.
force us to believe in evolution.”
those surveyed believe the human
II the guilty but insane verdict is
Weaver contends Liberty Bap species is less tharr-10,000 years not awarded to state juries, the ab
tist education majors learn all the old and created in its present form ductor-slayer of Betty Jane Motrelevant theories “in the same way by God.
tinger and countless others need
Only nine percent of the respon  never fear apprehension. Why. in
it might be taught elsewhere:”
Goldberg disagrees. “The two dents said they unequivocably b e deed. should one fear and halt
textbooks they use are creationist lieved in a theory of evolution one's actions in the face of condo
texts,” she asserts. Besides, in the without divine intervention.
lences and comfort?

Board moves to halt creationist teaching
In a "political” decision, the
Virginia Board of Education has
momentarily stopped teachers
graduated from Rev. Jerry Falwell’s Liberty Baptist College
from pursuing a mission to “go out
into the classrooms and teach
creationism.”
The Sept. 24 decision not to cer
tify teachers from Liberty Baptist,
however, is not final, and could be
overthrown by a subcommittee of
the same board.
Falwell started the controversy
last spring when he announced on
his Old Time Gospel Hour televis
ion show that education majors
graduating from Liberty Baptist
would teach the Biblical version of
the origin of life to their own stu
dents.
The American Civil Liberties
Union immediately sued to deny
teaching certificates to those stu
dents whose main purpose, the
ACLU charged, was to teach fun
damentalist Christian ideology in
science classrooms.

The state board originally
agreed with the ACLU, but Liberty
Baptist appealed. Upon reconsid
eration last week, the board, sent
the matter back to the subcommit
tee that had earlier denied certifica
tion to Liberty Baptist grads.
“It was strictly political,” says a
National Education Association
organizer who wished to remain
anonymous because the NEA
“doesn’t have an official position
on the case.”
A board spokesman says the de
cision to give the matter back to the
committee was “procedural, not
political. The issue more properly
belongs with the Teacher Educa
tion Advisory Committee, not the
full board. I think the board (recon
sidered) the (issue) rhore as a cour
tesy than anything else.”
A final decision by the commit
tee, which earlier voted 17-0 to
deny Liberty Baptist grads biology
teacher certification, is due “by
December,” according to Judy
Goldberg, the ACLU lawyer who

Placement Center
plans Career Day
All students are encouraged to
Nearly
sixty
businesses,
seminaries, and hospitals will be visit the student center and explore
represented in the Placement Cen these job possibilities. It will also
ter's Oct. 19 “Career Day.” Place allow area businesses to become
ment director David Gaffner began acquainted with the college. Acontacting possible participants in shuttle van will be available to
May and noted that he was pleased transport students from the College
with the response*, commenting Center to the Student Center about
that he had originally hoped for every 15 minutes.
Yesterday and today. Gaffner
twenty participants.
Gaffner’s purposes in preparing directed two interviewing work
this event were "to introduce shops. Yesterday Gaffner pre
Cedarville College students to sented general information on pre
available careers, to find out what paring for and presenting oneself
people are looking for in their in interviews. Dave Kelby, Vice
majors and to get away from 'tun president of consumer foods at
nel vision’ in their majors.” He General Mills in Minneapolis gave
continued that this event may pre a second presentation today.
Kelby will be interviewing job
sent some new career ideas tor stu
prospects tomorrow. Last year,
dents.
Representatives attending the Gaffner noted, he hired a Cedar
program will distribute informa ville student as a result of his visit.
tion about their organizations in
"I really feel that these are very
the new student center from important, and any student would
11a.m. to 3:30 p .m ., taking a brief benefit from being there and get
break-tor lunch.
ting the information," he con
cluded.

is looking for

... writers.........
....ad solesmen.
.. typists..:.........
sports reporters

loyour personnel...
... proof reoders.
...... cartoonists........
....... photographers

Inquire or Cedars Office
® 766-2211, exr. 374
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New dorm
features new
items but
no names

,

Upon arrival, students' saw
many changes had taken place on
the college campus. One of the
most significant changes, how
ever. was the new dormitory. This
dorm was placed to the north side
of Lawlor and is filled to capacity
with 146 women occupying its
rooms. A color scheme of brown,
melon and orange has been chosen
for the interior desien.

7

Many special features can be
found within the new dormitory.
All rooms, which are designed to
house two students with the excep
tion of a few central rooms housing
three, will open onto a long hall
way. This adds a different variety
to dorm life, compared to the unit
type floor plan of Lawlor. Maddox
and Printy. A central bathroom is
set up in each wing of the dorm.

can be found. A study lounge, a
laundry room, and a guest apart
ment have been provided.
The R.A. apartment will be oc
cupied by "Ma" Printy. This beau
tiful. two bedroom, apartment
will allow Ma to entertain her
friends and carry on her vital
ministry as a house mother.
A portico was built onto the
front entrance to bring a unity
among the campus buildings.

Other features include an elevator,
a large trunk room and a mail room
for future use.
The new dorm has been
equipped for the convenience of
our handicapped students and visi
tors. Along with the elevator, spe
cial bathroom facilities have been
installed. Both of these will en
hance the function of the dorm.
On the first floor, a coed lounge

___________ ___________

Financial aid panic based on ‘misleading info’
According to Edward M.
Elmendorf, deputy assistant secre
tary for Student Financial Assist
ance, newpaper, radio and televi
sion reports of substantial cuts in.
federal financial aid to college stu
dents have triggered a barrage of
phone ealls to the U .S. Department
of Edueation in Washington. D.C.
Callers, both students and par
ents. are often confused by mis
leading or incomplete information.
Many have expressed fear that the
government has let them down:
that college is no longer afforda
ble.
It is true that student financial
assistance programs have under
gone considerable change in the
past two years. There have been
some reductions. Most of the
changes, however, reflect an effort
to return the aid programs to their
original purpose, which was to
help students cover the cost of a
college education - not to carry the
whole burden. A successful return
to original intent will -help ensure
the survival of these aid programs
for future students.
Federal financial assistance is
divided into three categories.
“Grants" are awards of money that
do not have to be paid back.
"Loans” are borrowed money
which-a student must repay with
interest. “Work-Study” provides
the chance to work and earn money
to off-set college costs while at
tending classes.
The Pell Grant Program is one of
the best known of the federal stu
dent aid programs. Formerly
called the Basic Educational Op
portunity Grant, Pell is often the
first source of aid in a package
which may be composed of other
federal and ruin-federal sources. In
the 1982-83 school year, 2.55 mil
lion
* students
share
$2,279,040,000 in Pell Grants.
The U.S. Department of Educa
tion uses a standard formula to deT
termine who qualifies for >Pell
Grants. Students should contact
the college financial aid adminis
trator to apply for the free "Appli
cation for Federal Student Aid."
This is the form used for all federal
student aid programs. The depart
ment guarantees that each par

ticipating school will receive the
money it needs to pay Pell Grants
to eligible students.
The Supplemental Educational
Opportunity
Grant
provides
another mechanism for making
awards to students. SEOG is dif
ferent from the Pell Grant in that
it is managed by the financial aid
administrator of each participating
college. Each school receives a set
amount of money from the depart
ment and when that money is gone,
there are no more SEOG funds for
the year. »
In 1982-83 the Department of
Education will provide 440,0(X)
students with $278,400,000 in
Supplemental Educational Oppor
tunity Grants. Students will get up
to $2,000 a year under this pro
gram.
Grant programs are designed to
help the most needy students get a
college education. The Pell Grant,
in particular, is targeted to help
those students whose families earn
less than $12,000 per year. Grant,
aid is not meant to cover all college
costs but is expected to be com
bined with a reasonable contrib
ution from the student's family and

individual self-help, generally in
the form of loans, private scholar
ships. and work.
Another type of student finan
cial assistance is the College
Work-Study Program. Designed to
provide on- and off-campus jobs
for undergraduate and graduate
students who need financial assist
ance. Work-Study is usually man
aged by the college financial aid
administrator. Some 950,000 stu
dents will receive $528 million
under this program in 1982-83.
A great deal of publicity has
been generated lately on federal
student loans, particularly the Na
tional Direct Student Loan Pro
gram. Although all colleges do not
participate in the NDSL program,
3,340 of them do. This program
makes available ■low interest (5
percent) loans that students must
begin repaying six months after
completing school (either by
graduating, leaving or dropping
below half-time status). Up to 10
years is allowed to repay the loan.
Application is made to a school's
financial aid administrator who

Campus Bookstore

in

Webber s F lorists would like
to extend a warm welcome to all
new and returning students.
Anytime we might be of
service to you, please do not
hesitate to stop in
o rg ive us a call.
t
W atch in each
issue fo r coupons on
plants and flow ers
throughout
the
school year.
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music,
Bible study aids,
books,
school supplies.

largest student aid program, will
make available over $9.5 billion in
loans during the 1982-83 school
year.
Undergraduate students can bor
tow up to $2,500 a year and
graduate students can borrow up to
$5,500 under GSL. The total debt
an undergraduate can carry is
$12,500. For graduate or profes
sional study this figure is $25,000.
A student borrower whose family
income is less than $30,000 auto
matically qualifies for an interestsubsidized loan. Students whose
family income exceeds $30,000
may still be eligible for GSL inter
est benefits if the college’s finan
cial aid administrator determines
that the student has demonstrated
financial need.
A new loan program started in
1981, called the Auxiliary Loan
(or PLUS) Program, allows par
ents, independent students, and
graduate students to borrow up to
$3,000 a year. There is no income
cut off for eligibility. The interest
on PLUS loans will be lowered
from 14 to 12 percent sometime in
October as a result of lower U.S.
Treasury bill interest rates.

manages the loan fund. The fund is
a revolving account, designed to
allow a school to continually make
new loans as existing loans are re
paid. About 800,000 students will
receive NDSLs in 1982 83; 10,000
more than in 1981-82.
Recently, secretary of education
T. H. Bel! signed a regulation
which provides incentives for an
institution to reduce the default
rate of its NDSL"program fund. A
college which has a default rate of
over 25 percent is asked to turn re
sponsibility for collecting the debt
over to the federal government. If
an institution is not prepared to do
this, and the default rate remains
25 percent or more, the federal
government will cut off NDSL
funding.
The Guaranteed Student Loan
Program, much in the news lately,
makes available low interest loans
to students, with the federal gov
ernment paying the interest while a
student is in school. These loans
are made by a lender (such as a
bank, credit union or savings and
loan association) and insured by
either the federal government or a
State Guarantee Agency. This, the

Remember someone special on...
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with Flowers, Plants, Boxed Candy
and more.
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Alumni return continued from page 1...................
Coe College in Iowa, and an M.S. _
(___ .u■___p » of
• Arizona,
Havtnna
RP!1phBeach
in
Daytona
in Florida, became
from
the ,1
University
a
professional
pilot, flying reconshe also held a fellowship at In
diana University as a specialist in aissance planes in the Vietnam
War. Later becoming involved in
clinical nursing.
Christian education through his
Specializing in primary health local church, he taught in a Chris
care, Miss Bauer says she has had. tian school in Pennsylvania.
for the last ten years, a “burden for
Furthering his education beyond
Christian nursing. When I heard of his “professional pilot” degree,
Cedarville developing a nursing Dillon received his M.S. in In
program, I.was interested.”
structional Media at Westchester
Miss Bauer will soon be com State, with a concentration in
pleting her certification exams for photography.
her field of primary health care.
In his position here, Dillon
Filling out the new positions in supervises the purchase of audio
the library staff are Charles Dillon visual equipment and program ma
and Janice Bosma, Dillon serving terial, and expressed his hopes to
as instructional media specialist- develop seminars on proper use of
and Miss bosma as reference libra AV equipment.
rian.
Miss Bosma, gaining her B A .
Dillon, a graduate of the Embry - in social science from Grand Rap
Riddle Aeronautical University in ids Bible College and her master’s

C o lle g e c o s ts ju m p ,
S tu d e n ts d ro p p in g o u t
The annual cost of attending a
private college, averaging $6,500
in 1981, will jump to $11,000 by
1985. Even a state university edu
cation in five years will cost more
than $6,000 annually. In this same
5 year time period, President
Reagan has announced as part of
his budget cuts a $9.2 billion re
duction in student assistance.
The hardships forced by this
trend on U.S. families helps ex
plain why three out of ten college
students today are dropping out of
school in their freshman year. De
spite this bleak picture, nearly
$150 million in scholarship funds
probably went unclaimed in 1981,
according to Daniel J.Cassidy, 24,
founder and president of the Na
tional Scholarship Research Ser
vice (NSRS).

Cassidy noted that this huge re
servoir of funds will go untapped
largely because of public ignor
ance and misconceptions about
eligibility requirements. “Middle
and even upper-middle-income
people are eligible for many of the
presently available scholarships
and loans,” he said. NSRS keeps
computer records of nearly a quar
ter million individual scholarships
worth $500 million.
For $35, applicants may receive
a printout of about 50 listings, as
well as details on how best to use
the information. Forms may be ob
tained from the National Scholar
ship Research Service, 88 Belve
dere St., Suite E, San Rafael, CA
94901. The phone number: (415)
459-3323

. ...
...
in library science from Western
Michigan University, served as as
sistant librarian at Grand Rapids
while working on her master’s.
While there, she was in charge of
both periodicals and reference,
each one in itself a weighty respon
sibility. Her major change in com
ing to Cedarviller is that her her ef
forts will be concentrated on one
area - that of reference. “I’m look
ing forward to it,” she affirmed. “I
like being in one area. I enjoy this
experience because I do know
what’s going on in those other
areas.”
A fourth Cedarville graduate re
turning to campus as a lab instruc
tor for the Science and Mathema
tics Department is Julie DeLange.
Since her graduation two years
ago, Mrs. DeLange has taught
high school math and science for
one year and worked at Kettering
Medical Center in the labs.
This quarter she teaches Intro
duction to Math and instructs labs
for Introduction to Biology. “1 like
being back at Cedarville in the
Christian environment again, she
remarked, adding that she hopes to
improve her teaching abilities this
year and help to ease the heavy
work load of the other department
members.
Moving from part-time to full
time status in the business depart
ment is Debra Brown. Holding a
bachelor’s degree in psychology
and a master’s in business adminis
tration from Wright State Univer
sity, Miss Brown teaches quantita
tive analysis and marketing. She
hopes to begin doctoral studies in
marketing this spring or next fall at
Ohio State University.
Miss Brown began considering

v “/
Cedarville after hearing Dr. Paul
Dixon, president of the college,
speak at her church. “I came the
next day and spoke with Ron
Walker (acting business depart
ment chairman),” she explained,
this interview yielding her a parttime position last year.
Since completing studies at
WSU, she has worked in several
positions, the one she cited as
being the most helpful in preparing
her for this job being that of an ex

ecutive
recruiter
fnr
nLrpmpnt
ecutive iccnmer
recruiter ror
for aaa placement
placement
cvuuvc
firm. She explained that this job
gave her opportunities to work
one-on-one with people in the job
market.
On the other side of the coin,
three professors left the Cedarvile
staff this year, including James
Grier, who now serves as dean of
Grand Rapids Baptist Theological
Seminary, Dr. Sue Cummins, and
Dr. June Kearney, who is now as
sistant women’s basketball coach
at Indiana University.

Memo
Cedarville College students,
faculty and staff.
From: Kathryn K. Hagler,
Candidate for Greene Co.
Commissioner.
Students, don’t neglect your
Re:
valuable privilege of voting.
Ask about my qualifications
from those who know me;
I believe you will find I am
the right choice.

To:

Pd. Pol. Adv. by HAGLER FOR COMMISSIONER.
COM. TREAS. Walter A. Langer, 2134 El Camino Dr.,
Xenia. OH 45385.

Kim Jenerette
Mark Pinkerton
Deb Henry
Jane O wen
Cheryl Spradling
Mr. David Robey
Curtis Hoke
Joe Walker
Kevin Mulder
Connie Carr
Charlie Phillips
ell, we did it! It involved a great deal of work on the B°bby Shomo
Tim
Fisher
part of many people. To the following, 1 say thank John Jackson
Jim Unger
Cindy Armstrong
Nate Hunter
you for your efforts toward “Welcome to 1926!”
Paula Hayes
Tammy Heinrich
Nancy Crick
Donna Ford
Betsy Hanna
Jon Stoner
The Sophomore Class
Mr. James Leightenheimer
Ruth Ellyn Cook
There are a host of others who helped out in folding
and stapling programs, moving things, prayer sup
port and in so many other ways; even though
names escape me and there are some whom I don’t
even know, I say thanks to them as well. In addition,
my special thanks goes out to Jeff Brock for his pa
tience and brilliant lighting job, Jay Benson for the
hard work on rounding up the serving crew and
Myron Youngman who worked some long hours on
the reception as well as being a constant fount of
ideas. My extra special thanks goes to four very de
dicated people, all of whom have worked very hard
since last April - Sheila Stephenson, Kathy BacheJder, Jeff Summerlin and Chris Felt; thanks for all
your hard work.

Sddi

I
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Job market dim for future grads

'

the economy the way it is, things sity.
“MBAs with technical training
are very slow.”
“Employers are being a bit more will also be highly marketable,”
cautiaus-this year because of the she adds.
economy,” summarizes Linda
“This country is switching from
Pengilly, of the College Placement an industrial and manufacturing
Council.
“Where students might have re economy to more of a high-tech
ceived six or seven job offers last and service-oriented economy,”
year, they’re getting only two-or
three ,this year. There’s a signifi observes Andrew Sherwood, pres
cant drop in the overall number of ident of Goodrich and Sherwood, a
job offers being made, particularly
in the high technology fields.”
“It’s definitely a tighter market
than last year,” agrees Rene Filice,
How many students do you
placement director for the College
o f Liberal Arts at Stanford. “W e’re know who leave their residence for
hearing about a lot of companies a daily run without any identifica
having hiring freezes. A lot of tion? How many of your fellow
people are going through the inter classmates have a special medical
view process and everything, only condition, like diabetes or medica
to find out that the company has in tion allergies, which should be
known in an emergency?
stituted a freeze.”
According to Dr. Malcolm
At the University of MissouriColumbia, “on-campus recruiting Todd, surgeon and past president
looks real tight,” according to of the American Medical Associa
Thom Rakes, coordinator for care tion, probably 20% of the college
age population in the United States
er planning and placement.
But even in light of the recruit has a condition that needs to be
ing cutbacks and the lowest level known in a medical emergency.
of job offers in six years, many ex
"Fatal mistakes, unnecessary or
perts note that things could be
much worse, and some even pre improper treatment can be ad
dict a turnaround in the job market ministered under emergency con
ditions if the special medical con
by the end of the year.
dition of the victim is unknown,”
Todd says. He suggests that any
Engineering grads, for example,
one with a special medical condi
have enjoyed eight-to-14 percent tion wear a Medic Alert bracelet or
salary hikes. Computer science necklace.
majors are drawing six percent
Recent estimates by the nonpro
higher salaries. Business grads fit Medic Alert organization indi
can expect eight-to-nine percent cate that the system has played an
increases over last year.
important role in life-saving situa
The high-tech disciplines, fol tions approximately 2,000 times
lowed by business-majors, remain
during the past year.
the degrees- of choice when it
“Medic Alert is the most simple
comes to job openings and starting
and efficient emergency medical
salaries. Even with a nine percent
identification and informatiopn
drop in the number of engineering
system that can be devised," ac
openings, the Engineering Man cording to Todd.
power commission reports that the
Each member of Medic Alert re
unemployment rate among en ceives an annual update on his wal
gineers is a meager two percent.
let card, which serves as a remin
“And even if they’re not as hot
der for the individual to make
as they used to be,” adds Pengilly,
changes in the information, if nec
“I think the high-tech disciplines
essary.
will remain in high demand, at
The Medic Alert bracelet or
least for a while.”
necklace has engraved on it the
Exxon, traditionally a major re
“Information systems manage
member’s identification number,
cruiter of engineers and other high ment will be a hot item in the next
his special medical condition and a
technology majors, is currently re few years, as will software man
twenty-four hour collect phone
cruiting only at selected schools.
agement, programming and elec
number
to
Medic
Alert s
“Our recruiting efforts have trical and mechanical engineer
emergency information center. In
been curtailed dramatically,” says ing,” predicts Elva Bradley, place
case of an accident or sudden ill
an Exxon representative. “With ment director at Auburn Univer
ness, a phone call to a trained
operator at the center will provide
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIII
authorized personnel with the
member’s vital emergency medi
cal information within a tew sec
onds. Other important data about
the patient, the name of the family

The job market for this year’s
college grads isn’t good, and it
may even be getting worse.
That’s the prognosis offered by
placement and employment ex
perts around the country, who add
that even the so-called “hot
majors” - engineering and com
puter science students - are getting
significantly fewer job offers than
their counterparts a year ago.
“The job market is definitely
softening for college grads,” ob
serves Jack Shingleton, the place
ment -director at Michigan State
University who administers a
yearly survey of business college
recruiting plans.
“Disciplines such as social sci
ence, arts and letters, and educa
tion are experiencing the greatest
underemployment. Even the en
gineering and computer science
majors are not as well off as they
were two or three years ago,” he
says.
The College Placement Coun
cil, a trade association of campus
placement offices, reports job of
fers to June grads declined for the
first time in six years in 1982.
The U.S. Department of Labor
says high school and college stu
dent unemployment has hit 14.4%,
up from 13.7% a year ago.
“The j'ob opportunities are just
not there,” says William Heartwell
Jr., executive vice president of the
Interstate Conference of Employ
ment'Securities Agencies. “Com
panies have had to cut back drasti
cally. For the first time we are see
ing college graduates working in
jobs that are trainee positions.”
Employers and placement ex
perts blame the recession. Hun
dreds of top corporations have in
stituted hiring freezes, cut back on
the number of college grads they
employ, and cancelled their col
lege recruitment programs.
“We’re not hiring at all, and we
don’t plan to in the near future,”
says a spokeswoman for SperryUnivac’s Mini-Computer Divi
sion, which several years ago was
aggressively recruiting college
grads.

New York employment agency.
“I think the [job] market is com
ing back, but in a different way,”
he explains. ''The hot majors of the
future will be in areas such as
human resources management,
productivity improvement and
time management - basically any
ar;a that has to do with creating a
better, more effective long-term
environment.”
But that apparently excludes lib-

Medic Alert encourages wearing ID info

Need a paper typed?
Resumes?

physician, blood type and insur sound emergency medical care,"
ance information can also-be a part Todd added.
of the member's Medic Alert file,
For information write Medic 1
for example.
Alert, Turlock, California 95381 !
“The more we'know about a vic or call their toll-free number (800) i
tim in an emergency the quicker 344-3226.
and more efficiently we are able to
Regional offices are located in
treat the person. Medic alert is an New York City, Chicago, Salt ]
important adjunct to providing Lake City and Orlando.

orld Front
Pope John Paul has appealed di
rectly to the Polish government to
“stop the tears" of the Polish
poeople. At the Vatican, the pon
tiff told an audience that included a
Polish government delegation that
his homeland does not deserve to
be driven to what the pope called
“tears and desperation.”
•••••••••••••••••••••
Police
investigating
seven
Tylenol-related deaths in the
Chicago area arrested a man Tues
day night. Gary Arnold was picked
up after the Tylenol task force re
ceived a tip saying he had two bot
tles of cyanide in his southside
Chicago home. None of the poison
was found but investigators found
another chemical, unregistered
firearms and a book explaining
how to lace capsules with poison.
Arnold is being held in lieu of
$1,000 bond.
Residents in Grand Junction.
Colorado, are being urged not to
use visine eyedrops until inves
tigators can explain how acid got
into at least two bottles. Larry

Letters?

Prompt, professional service.
Spelling checked.

db Technology Systems
call Beth 766-5000
kWHHHHUIIIlUimillllllllHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIillllHIIIIIIIIimilllllllimillllllllllllllHl

eral arts majors.
“While salaries for engineers ai
least managed to keep up with the
consumer price index,” Michigan
State’s Shingleton say, “liberal
arts disciplines have been creeping
up at three-to-five percent [a year].
In fact what’s happening with
many of these disciplines is that
they actually have less earning
power now than they did ten years
ago.”

Tingley suffered superficial eye
burns earlier this week after put
ting some of the drops laced with
hydrochloric acid into his eyes.
Officials say the bottle was crudely
tampered with and that a nation
wide recall will not be-necessary.
Two leading economists disag
reed earlier this week as to whether
Americans are better off now than
they were before President Reagan
was elected. Private economic
consultant Michael Evans said (on
N .B.C .’s "Today" program) the
10.1% jobless -rate is .unacceptable
to most Americans. He said he
does not think the average Ameri
can "is better off."
Tour sources in China said Mon
day that a man who claimed to
have a bomb unsuccessfully tried
to hijack a bus full of American
tourists in a central Chinese city in
a bid to force authorities to fly him
to Taiwan. The sources said the
man was overpowered by police in
the incident and no one was hurt.
■------- ■------- --------------^----- 1

(Thorne
for all your
school needs.
169 West Main St.
Xenia, Ohio

129 Main St.
Cedarville, Ohio
766-2141

Cedar Junction I
Restaurant j
open under new manuf>emenl
hornet ooked lunches and dinners
specializing in breasted chicken

--------------------------------

I
|

|

$ .5 0 off chicken dinners |
w ith th is ad

Carry-outs: 766-5475J
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ECOMD A N N U A L ROYALTY
BA NQUET W ELCOMES WMT<

The 1982 Homecoming festivities began
Oct. 9 at 6 :15 p.m. The second annual Royalty
Banquet, “Welcome to 1926,” served as a back
drop for the coronation of the ’82 Homecoming
queen. The four senior candidates (photo I ) and
escorts, Rhonda Crist, Roscoe Smith, Deb Buining,
Brian Olsorj, Tammy Will, Chris Felt, Jill Southward
and Jeff Hackett, eagerly awaiting the announce
ment. Shortly following this photo. Deb Buining
became the 1982 Homecoming Queen (see page I).
Entertainment preceding the coronation included num
bers by Jim Unger and Deb Henry, with narration by
Instructor James Leightenheimer. Pictured is the number
"Ain't She Sweet” as performed by Professor David
Robey, while Jane Owen does a pantomime (photo 2). The
banquet, attended by nearly 1000 students, featured steak
and shrimp. Students (as, in photo 3) dined by candlelight
throughout the evening. Each member of the court entered as
emcee John Jackson introduced her; Jill Southward and
Hackett are pictured (4). The court, including freshman Julie
Hudson and Rod Fillinger, sophomores Sara Burnes and Karl
Fetzer and juniors Angela Cooke and J.B. Cooper, the banquet
committee and Grand Marshall Bernice Mick joined student body
President Mark Pinkerton (photo 5) at the head table.

/
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Senate moves into action
Goals of bettering communica jobs need done that don't fall into
tion, improving their image and xanyone else's responsibility.
She sees Senate moving forward
meeting student needs will charac
terize efforts of Student Senate in areas of becoming more effi
throughout the year, according to cient with developing more de
organization officers and commit fined job descriptions and improv
tee chairmen. Senate President ing communication.
Handling all financial dealings
Mark Pinkerton remarked."This
year I'd like to see the communica in Seante and chairing the Finan
tion process between the students cial Committee are among Kevin
and representatives increased." He Mulder’s responsibilities as trea
continued that he hopes that the surer. These areas include vending
students will thus be better in and fund raising. He noted that a
major task before him and his com
formed of Senate activities.
“I'd like to see Student Senate mittee will be resolving problems
taken more seriously by the facul with vending, as they will be in
ty, administration and student," volved in renegotiating contracts
said Publicity and Communica with vending companies or estab
tions Chairman Edd Sturdevant, lishing new contracts.
explaining the second objective.
Connie Carr, Senate Secretary,
As chaplain Bobby Shomo
noted that improving their image
hopes
“to make a better atmos
will involve doing things and com
municating those activities to the phere for students” in the Senate
chapels for which he is responsi
student body.
This year we’ve finally decided ble. Shomo will also chair the Stu
that student services is a top prior dent Missionary Project Commit
ity,” stated Social and Cultural tee in which he would like to seek
Committee Chairman Jeff Brock, out Cedarville graduates on the
this being one way of meeting stu mission field to support with this
dent needs. Other committees are year's funds. He noted that this is
also focusing on this goal as well as aimed at giving the project a
communication and improving "home-type atmosphere.”
The chaplain has also begun
Senate's image
Besides presidential responsi working on organizing small
bilities. Pinkerton chairs the In prayer groups on campus to give
Forum and Constitutions and Elec students opportunities to become'
tions Comittees. He hopes to get more personally involved with
next year's In Forum planned others.
The Student Body Project Com
"right away" and continue to im
mittee is chaired by Curt Hoke,
prove the quality o f the sessions.
He explained that the newly re who has already begun work with
vised constitution has opened elec the used book exchange and hold
tions to include more people and ing auditions for the new student
encourage more involvement. The talent night. The money raised
dorm representatives are “vital in from these events and a jog-a-thon
making Senate a success.” He con yet to come this spring will be ap
tinued that the opportunity given to plied toward a project or group of
organizations to send a representa projects selected by the student
tive provides an added benefit to body.
A list of projects for considera
Senate and the organizations, as
these members will represent a dif tion will be presented at the Oct. 22
Senate Chapel. In the past, funds
ferent set of needs.
Vice president John Jackson raised have gone toward the obser
chairs the Homecoming. Student vatory, tennis courts,- dorm
Body Loan and Grant and Discip lounges, the college ambulance
line Committees. John-explained and chapel pews.
"This gives us an opportunity to
that with the Homecoming Com
mittee he hopes to achieve "a time say we’re excited about the
that is equally profitable for the school,” Hoke remarked. "We
students as well as the faculty and want to contribute something that
will be lasting to the school,” add
alumni.”
ing the reminder that students are
• With the SBL & G Committee
Jackson hopes to better communi now enjoying the efforts of past
students involved with the SBP.
cate to the students how they can
Providing social activities for
apply for the loans. He' also in
students each quarter is the job of
cluded that each year the funds for
loans grow and this year he is Senate Social and Cultural Com
pleased to make these funds avail mittee Chairman Jeff Brock, who
began before school started to pre
able to students.
pare the agenda for College Week
The Discipline Committee
works with Student Senate as a activities. He commented that he
was pleased with the response to
maintenance device. “We need rethe College Week events and
resentatives who do their jobs,"
hopes that the interest will con
Jackson commented adding that
tinue.
the aim of his committee is to as
With his committee, he will try
sure that is being done.
to provide activities which will be
As a personal goal, the Vice
“outlets to Study frustrations" and
president states, “I want students
"a time to relax.”
to feel free to come to me, Iiteral ly.
at any time, if they have any com
plaints or suggestions."
This year Brock along with the
While Secretary Connie Carr other appointed committee chair
doesn’t chair a committee, she still men are being included in Senate
has numerous responsibilites in officers meetings. He and the other
taking minutes, typing correspon chairmen agreed that this will he.lp
dence and doing whatever other each of their committees function

as they are more fully aware of
what others are doing.
“I feel I have the cooperation of
the officers in everything I do,”
Brock explained.
Publicity and Communications
Chairman Sturdevant is responsi
ble “to see that Senate events are
well publicized.” In addition to
this Sturdevant plans to “collect in
formation in as complete a form as
possible to give Student Senate a
better information base than any
one else on this campus."
This information, he explained,
would allow Senate to make deci
sions based on knowledge of what
people think, rather then guessing
at the desires of others.
Tim Bishop chairs the Auxiliary
Committee which exists to provide
a link for students to staff mem
bers. His committee handles prob
lems students may have with
maintenance, the library or health
service.
"I'd like to see the committee as
a. good communication tool be
fore the student," Bishop noted.
He recommends that students first
refer their problem to their P.A.;
but if this fails to bring results, they
can come to him. Problems dealt
with by this committee include
dripping faucets oi inconvenient
hours by some department.
A separate committee deals with
complaints, compliments and sug
gestions regarding food service.

Student Body President Mark Pin
kerton will work with the Senate

administrative board throughout
1982-83.

Led by Chairman Jeff Summerlin, gestions which come to him from
this committee meets weekly to the student body.
discuss food service and plan food
“We encourage student partici
specials. Chuck McKinney, food pation beyond the Senate mem
service manager, also usually at bers. Student Senate is for the
tends these meetings.
whole student body, and we’re
This year Summerlin wants to open to their needs, ideas, com
find ways to help eliminate wasted ments and suggestions,” Pinker
food in the cafeteria, as well as ton concluded.
dealing with complaints and sug-
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Vocalists
"Needed: vocalists who are in
terested in drama.” So read the au
dition poster for Ruddigore, the
Cedarville College fall production,
a comic operetta under the direc
tion of David Robey, assistant pro-

Edna Hollopeter will perform
her senior flute recital Oct. 22 at
8 p.m. in Alford Auditorium.
Open to the entire student body,
Miss Hollopeter's recital will last
approximately one hour, and is
composed of six pieces.
The first half of the evening will
be devoted to Baroque flute works,
such as a number by Telemapn.
Miss Hollopeter will be accom
panied by Alice Ranew on the
piano and Carol Bullock on the
flute.
The second half of her recital fo
cuses on more modern pieces, such
as “Jeux," which Miss Hollopeter
described as "very lively,” and
“Serenade” by Howard Hansen.
Having prepared for her senior
project since last spring quarter.
Miss Hollopeter termed the pieces
she selected for the program as
“flute warhorses,” relating their
difficulty and traditionalism in the
flute world.
Student Body Treasurer Kevin
Mulder announced the policy for
vending machine refunds for the
1982-83 school year this week. For
money lost in machines, except
those in academic buildings, a
green refund slip should be sent to

Additional
Aid

Available
Students looking for supple
mental private scholarships, grants
and loans should be pleased to
learn that there are over 1,350 new
scholarships available through The
Scholarship Bank.
According to the director of the
private search service, these schol
arships are primarily for under
graduates, although graduates may
also apply. Many of the sources are
renewable annually, according to
the director. Scholarships are
available to students in business,
liberal arts, humanities, law, sci
ences and hundreds of other
majors. Students are urged to
apply in the fall for these sources as
most applicants apply in the spring
when most of the financial aid is
used up.

selected
fessor of speech.
“Fd much rather have vocalists
who would like to act than
dramatists who would like to
sing,” affirmed Robey, asserting
that oDerettas exert a much greater

Scott Ferrell through intra campus
mail. Students may contact Ferrell
or Mulder when machines need repair.
Mulder also emphasized that all
organizations must complete a
fund raising form to be submitted
to the Senate Financial Committee
before any funds may be raised.
These forms are available from
Mulder and should be completed
well in advance.
The Student Body Project Tal
ent Night, to be sponsored Satur
day night, Oct. 23, at both 6:30

for

fall

production

consists of Lynn Abbott, Debbie led the coming production as "de
Henry, Faith Ebersole. Sandra lightful...charming." From origi
Elder,
Cindy
Ewing.
Beth nally leaning in preference toward
Hornbeck. Elaine Trupp, Carol Pirates o f Penzance, another Gil
Silver, June Taylor, Joyce Bonen- bert & Sullivan creation, he de
burger. Mark Baugh. Cullen Gib clined in the final casting of the
son. Randy Johnson. Kirk Keller, ballot when he discovered that sev
Gary Nonnemacher. Joe Osenni
eral local productions of the same
and Tom Wiggershaus.
work were taking place this fall.
Describing the farcical spoof on Digging into the file of lessermanners and politeness of the Vic knowns, Robey selected Ruddi
torian age, Robey declared it "fam gore because "I like the music. It
ily-style entertainment,” while also has interesting special effects.
Hipping the libretto of, as he pre 1like the story line." This operetta,
cisely calls it, the operetta, the dif he says, may be lesser known, "but
ference between that and opera critics say it contains some of the
being the shorter length of the best music."
operetta. Describing the plot of the
Although only five weeks con
production, Robey laughed, “It stitute the rehearsal schedule,
reads like a soap opera. It's com Robey forsees no problems with
pletely a farce.” An elaborate, having Ruddigore in readiness
tongue-in-cheek fairy tale set to Nov. 11, 12 and 13 for an audi
music. Ruddigore's composers ence waiting to be "delighted" by
have their characters bemoaning their Victorian-era counterparts.
such plights as unwed maidens,
mistaken identities and a dash of
sleeping Beauty romance.
and 9:00, features 12 acts in a vari
Termed a "crowd-pleaser" by its
ety of entertainment, including director, the operetta never places
Fri., Oct. 15
cello, guitar, piano, vocal, magic, too great a demand on its leads, a
Homecoming Chapel
and even a skit.
conglomerate of soprano, con
IVIon.,
Oct. 18
The event, the proceeds of tralto, tenor and bass, who don't
President Dixon
which will go toward the Student have to contend, Robey declares,
Body Project, “is an opportunity , with a depth of plot line. Instead of Tues.-Thurs., Oct. 19-21
Faculty and staff presentations
for new students to share their tal extending himself in the direction
on "Objectives of Cedarville
ents with the college family," said of depth of character as in a play,
College"
project chairman Curt Hoke, who he instead must direct much of his
also specified that classroom dress energy toward finalizing chorus ar Fri., Oct. 22
is appropriate.
rangements.
Student Chapel
Prizes awarded for first and sec
In his first experience with di Mon.-Fri., Oct. 25-29
ond places in each category - en recting an operetta, Robey, who
Faculty and staff presentations
tertainment and talent - are $75 for has nevertheless held lead roles in
on "Objectives of Cedarville
first, and $25 for second.
two operettas, unhestatingly labelCollege"

demand on the vocal ability of
leads. "Hollywood musicals are
lor actors who’d like to be able to
sing,” he continued! "This is a
comic opera. There are no genuine
emotions in the characters. Every
one can be silly to a degree "
Auditions having been held
Sept. 28-29, those winning the
roles of the nine leads and 17
chorus positions in the Victorianera Gilbert & Sullivan creation
were: as Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd.
Jim Unger; as Richard Dauntless,
Doug Miller; as Old Adam
Goodheart, Matt Benzing; as Rose
Maybud, Marcia Mallare; as Mad
Margaret, Tammy Will; as Dame
Hannah, Julie English; as Zorah,
Teresa Heeney; as Ruth, Melinda
Jackson; and as Sir Roderic Mur
gatroyd, Gary Boyer. The chorus

hapel

A id d e la ys p ro d u c e co n fu sio n
College officials and students
predicted grievous shortages of fi
nancial aid this fall-W hat they’ve
forgotten instead are less severe
shortages, but even more grievous
quantities of delays, confusion and
anger over financial aid, a check of
campuses across the country reve
als.
The result is that, even as classes
open,* many students still don’t
know it they’ll be able to afforcfto
go to college this fall.
“I relly don’t know what to do,”
says Doug Haas, a second-year
student at the Community College
of Denver.
Now two weeks into his fall
semester, Haas is still waiting to
find out if he’s eligible for grant
money and for getting his workstudy position back.
“I guess I’ll have to faft back.on
my dad if everything else fails,”
Haas says. “Either that or I’ll have
to drop out.”
Northwestern University grad
student James Finney “applied for
a loan over a month ago and [I]
haven’t heard anything. As a mat
ter of fact, I’m still waiting for an
appointment just to see how much
longer I’ll have to wait.”
Finney consequently doesn’t
know how to mold his class
schedule because he doesn’t know
how- many part-time jobs he’ll
have to get to muster Northwest
ern’s $2,600-a-quarter tuition.
Moreover, “it means not going to
school at all next quarter if it [aid]

doesn’t come through.”
“For this fall’s financial aid
applicants, there’s one word that’s
first and foremost in their vocabu
laries: confusion,” summarizes
Bob Aaron of the American Coun
cil on Education in Washington,
DC.
Aaron and administrators at
many campuses say students are
confused about the amount of fed
eral aid that’s available. If they
know there’s aid available, they’re
confused because they can’t get
any from their campus aid offices,
which are still waiting for the U.S.
Department of Education to send
them paperwork that normally
reaches campuses in April.
During the summer, Congress
finally allocated $1.3 billion in
emergency funds to federal aid
programs, bringing the total to $3
billion, a four percent decrease
from last year’s levels.
Specifically, Pell Grant funding
was halved. Supplemental Educa
tional Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
funding is down by 25%, State
Student Incentive Grant and Col
lege Work-Study funding by four
percent each, and college Social
Security by 45%. Fewer students,
moreover, are eligible for Guaran
teed Student Loans (GSLs).
To make matters worse,
Washington has delayed telling in
dividual colleges just how much
money they’ll have to. allocate to
their students under the slashed
programs.

Florida State University, for ex
ample, didn't get its “look-up ta
bles” for determining how much it
could offer in GSLs until mid-July,
though it usually gets it in June,
complains FSlJ’s Ed Marsh.
FSU still has “no official word”
on how much it can give out in Pell
Grants.
“We haven’t received our final
allocation,” confirms Michael
Halloran. aid officer at the Univer
sity of Southern California. “We
anticipate losing about a half-mil
lion dollars in funding.”
Martin says SEOG and College
work-Study awards, normally
made in April, probably won’t
happen until late September this
year.
Most schools, he adds, are run
ning about two months behind in
awarding Pell Grants.
The result, says Northwestern's
aid director Andre Bell, “is a fair
amount of hysteria and confusion
because of ' the delays from
Washington. The whole process is
terribly confused this year.”
The reasons for the delay are
subject to speculation.
Indeed, Sally Kirkgasler of the
Department of Education calls the
delays in SEOG at College WorkStudy awards “overestimated,”
and claims Pell Grants are “ahead
of schedule.”
“As far as schools not knowing
how much their appropriations
are.” she says, “we sent out tenta
tive letters in April, and in August

schools were given the authority to
draw on half that amount if they
wanted to.”
For the last two springs. Educa
tion Secretary Terrel Bell has with
held the publication of aid pro
gram guidelines as a lever to force
congressional approval of Presi
dent Reagan’s proposed education
cuts.
F Sy’s Marsh thinks the admin
istration’s current reluctance to
give schools guidelines is a
money-saving ploy.
•
As long as schools can’t give out
aid, the government doesn’t have
to spend any money. “We’re more
or less giving the federal govern
ment an interest-free loan for one
or two months," Marsh says.
“Different schools are dealing
with the problem in different
ways,” says Martin.
“Some are going ahead and
granting tentative awards to stu
dents based on what they think will
happen. Others are making tempo
rary loans. Still others are admit
ting students and putting their tui
tion payments on hold, until they
know whether or not they will re
ceive funding.”
Florida State, for one, has
created an emergency fund for stu
dents until the crisis is over.
At Southern Methodist Univer
sity, aid director Margaret Gregory
has students "put in their applica
tion. close their eyes, and hope for
the best."
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Football strike expected to continue
The eight week strike of major
league baseball last year was a
first. But did we ever think that we
would see another strike in the
sports world so soon?
On Sept. 20, a meeting was held
in which Ed Garvey, executive di
rector of the NFLPA, introduced
six members of the union’s execu
tive committee to the media pre
sent and then allowed president of
the union, Gene Upshaw of the
Raiders, to speak.
“At the conclusion of tonight’s
game between the Giants and
Green Bay, all NFL training facili
ties will be struck. There will be no

practices, workouts or training.
No games will be played until
management abandons its unlaw
ful course and engages in good
faith bargaining and executes a fair
and equitable agreement. We are
prepared to withhold our services,
however long it takes. We have a
solid front,” said Gene Upshaw of
the Oakland Raiders. (Sports Illus
trated, Sept. 27, 1982, pp. 14-15.)
If not settled soon, the strike is
expected to last over a month.,
“We’ve said that we're prepared to
stay out one day longer than they
are,” said Joseph A. Yablonski, an
NFLPA counsel. (Sports Illus

trated, Sept. 27, 1982, pp. 14-15.)
Nothing was achieved by
negotiations with the NFL Man
agement Council which began last
February. Many players blame
Jack Donlan, executive director of
the NFL Management Council for
poor negotiations.
A new demand is for the start of
a players’ compensation fund of
$1.6 billion over the next four
years. Fifty-five percent of televis
ion revenues will be used over the
next four years to contribute to the
fund. This demand hasn’t .caused
much grief between the two sides;
the NFL has agreed to pay the $ 1.6

billion, but over a span of five
years rather than four.
How the money should be paid
out is yet another issue. The NFL
has offered $ 10,000 to each player
for each year since 1977. Players
that have been in the NFL for six or
more years would receive $60,000
with an additional $10,000 when a
union contract is signed. Should”
there be any money remaining in
the fund after five years, it would
be turned over to the players who
would have to decide for them
selves how to divide it up. The
union rejects the latter, demanding
a wage scale along with incentives

and performance bonuses.
Here’s how the union wants it:
rather than negotiate a contract, a
player would be paid a prede
termined salary based on how
many years he has spent in the
NFL. An extra $6,000 would be
given to any player for each game
played in the Pro Bowl. The union
would also like to see incentive and
performance bonuses. Each sea
son, players would select 272 of
the top players in the league based
on positions played. An additional
$20,265 would be given to each of
the 272 chosen. Performance
bonuses would be based on such
things as most field goals blocked,
total rushing yardage, etc.

Weighmg in with a M td 4 and 4 m o r e . Jacket soccer remains m a s **»}'
stapes. Im g g m g w im over ttemson, Spring Arbor. Winenburg and
Bethel, the squad is piavitig w elk airotdlng to (O-captqin B m r Jane.i.
Action from the 2 / overtime victory over Wdtenimrg includes Jim Bust
dribbling while teammate Mark Price im ks on fphoto !} : in photo 2, Must
tries to breakawm-from a defender. Wayne Anderson (no. 7 } fm a g o a i
attempt thwarted.
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Women’s CC cops
district title
Accompanied by Pat Bates.
Cedarville’s Dean of Women, the
women's cross country team
traveled to Delaware, Ohio.
Oct. 2, to participate in the Ohio
Wesleyan Invitational. Due to in
juries and other factors, Cedar
ville’s women were not able to run
a full team, but those who did com
pete participated against some
fairly strong teams, including
Walsh, Ohio Wesleyan, Hillsdale,
Spring Arbor, Baldwin Wallace
and Ashland. Terri Schmidt, a
senior from Union Grove, Wis.,
and team captain, came in first for
Cedarville, with freshman Sue
Vaughan from Fairfield, Iowa,
placing second for the team.
On Oct. 8. Cedarville’s women
runners again took to the road to
travel to Wilmore, Ky., for the
first women’s NCCAA District III
meet. Amidst pouring rain, Cedar
ville competed against teams from
Grace College, Winona Lake,
Ind., and Asbury College, Wil
more, Ky., and ran to a first place
finish - a first as well in the history
of Cedarville’s women’s cross
country.
Despite losing a good part of one
of her shoes during the race,
Vaughan was able to place first for
the team and also received a trophy
for being first overall. Schmidt
finished second for Cedarville’s

o m e n ’ s vo lle yb a ll
jblam es s lo w start
Ion late start

women runners and third overall,
while Carla Marling, a senior from
Eaton, Ohio, running in her first
cross country meet, placed third
for the team and fifth overall.
Rhonda Coventry, a senior from
Columbiaville, Mich., came in
Coach Elaine Brown blamed a
fourth for Cedarville's harriers
lack of playing time for the vol
with
sophomore
Debbie
leyball team's slow start this sea
Richardson, a native ot Columbus,
son. All of their other opponents so
N .J., following her in the fifth pos
far have had a two to three week
ition, and Diane Doepple, a sopho
head start over Cedarville's squad.
more transfer from Oakland, Md.,
Another problem seems to be in
placing sixth for the team in a race
consistency and lack of breaks dur?
which proved to be her first com
ing the games. Coach Brown feels
petitive meet.
that these breaks must fall the right
After coaching women’s cross
way if the team is to win.
country for three years, Coach
The team’s current record stands
Elvin King was excited about the
at 1-8. The first victory was a home
team’s first win, as well as their i
game on Oct. 7 against Denison
upset over Grace College who had
College. Coach Brown also stated
beaten them in a meet at Winona
that the only opponent to impress
Lake earlier this season. He felt the
her so far was Malone, as she did
whole team ran really well, espe not feel sfrnncrlv about the others.
cially Vaughan because, as he
commented, “It's hard for a
freshman to get out there and take !L
the lead.”
Coach King also mentioned that
Marling running as well as she did
in her first race provided the key to
Approximately 470 students are
Cedarville's victory since team
taking
part in the intramural sports
member Beth Britton, a junior
program at the college this year.
from Kingston, Mich., was unable
Soccer, flag football, women’s
to run due to an injured ankle. King
volleyball and powder puff foot
also added that Coventry’s strong
ball are the activites on this fall's
finish definitely benefitted the
schedule.
team. In his words, the race was
Mark McDougal, director of
“worth getting wet for.”
recreation activities, said, "I’m en

The team's goals for the rest of
the season are "to play above 5(X).
peak as we enter the conference
tourney tourney on Nov. I and
play in the NCCAA district
matches Oct. 29 and 30." said
coach Brown.
She stated that the team is now
in the stage of ine tuning its game
plan and is looking forward to the
rest of the schedule. Concerning
individual play, the coach men
tioned that she was pleased with
the consistency of Peggy Quigley
and Karen Hobar. Their next game
is away, against Capital University
and N^t. St. Joseph on Oct. 12.

■ l
Pe t; Quigley pi e p a r e s
ball.

to reti

intramural Info

couraged by the number of stu
dents
involved
this
year.”
McDougal went on to explain that
this is the first year that outdoor
soccer is being played at the same
time as flag football. This is also
the second year that football is
being played under new rules.
These rules were proposed in order

to cut down on injuries by-elimi
nating as much contact as possible
while keeping the object of the
game the same. According to
McDougal, the college's insurance
policy premium has been de
creased due to the new rules.

Men’s cross country sets their sights high
One of the reasons Cedarville
has enjoyed such repetitive success
in its cross country program is that
the runners arrive on campus three
weeks early for rugged twice-aday training. The same was true
this year as the twelve team mem
bers set up “camp” in Lawlor dorm
the weekend of Sept. 3. For each,
summer had been devoted to lay
ing down a distance base of long
miles.
Last summer.
Dean
Johnson ran 1012 miles from June
to September, more than any other
runner in Cedarville College his
tory. “This summer, 1 couldn’t be
lieve it,” says Johnson, “I smashed
that total by pounding out 1079
miles, and I was still only second
behind Ryan Spencer.” A fifth
year senior, Spencer worked 13
hours a day on his family’s farm
near Canton in addition to running
twice a day to lead the team in sum
mer mileage.
This year's team is comprised of
seniors
Dan
Bisbee
from

Oakhurst, New Jersey, John Harbeck from Elyria, Ohio. Dean
Johnson from Lapeer, Michigan..
Ryan Spencer from Hopedale,
Ohio, juniors Gary Anderson from
Rigwood, New Jersey, David Sal
lee from Ferndale, Oklahoma,
Craig Slater from Manitowoc,
Wisconin,
sophomore
Steve
Freeman from Flint, Michigan,
and freshmen Scott Brooker from
Iowa City, Iowa. Tom Hill from
St. Marys, West Virginia, Doug
Ostrum from Columbus, Ohio,
and Dave Shumaker from Ash
land, Ohio.
During the three weeks of cross
country camp, the runners would
rise at 6:45 a.m. for a seven mile
morning run, usually between six

and six and a half minutes per mile.
Dan "The Biz” Bisbee is known
(and sometimes dreaded) for his
vitality in the early morning, usu
ally leading the pack. His team
mates affectionately define a "Bisbee" as “a small, furry creature
able to maintain high speeds over
long distances.”
At three o'clock in the afternoon
the team again gathered fora work
out, either intervals or another fast
distance run.
Already the Yellow Jacket har
riers have raced in two meets. At
the Defiance College Invitational
on Sept. 11, the excitement drew
all the Cedarvlle runners out to fast
miles. Then the 90 degree temper
ature drew out much of their

10 % discount w ith student I. D.

One week later the Jacket har
riers ran much stronger at the
Grace College Invitational in
Winona Lake. Indiana. After
spending the night at the Winona
Regal 8 Hotel and watching Super
man cartoons Saturday morning.

the team drove to the course where
they surprised several other teams
in placing third out of nine schools,
behind Anderson and Manchester
but in front of Tri-State. Grace.
Marion. Indiana Purdue at Fort
Wayne. St. Josephs and Grand
Rapids Baptist. Ninety-eight run
ners competed and first man lor
Cedarville was freshman Toni Hill
in third place in 26:25. Hill was
just 12 seconds behind the winner,
and in the process beat last year's
NCCAA national champion, John
Foss of Marion. Second for Cedar
ville was a strong Gary Anderson
in llth , with Dean Johnson in
22nd, Dave Shumaker in 30th,
.Dan Bisbee 31st, Ryan Spencer
' 33rd and John Harbeck, 55th,

Y o u r T o t a l (Car C a r e C e n te r
Cumtmtn I p t c t a c / M
C o n ta c t Lanaaa

Phone: 766-2761

1525 Xenia Avenue

Yellow Springs, O h io

U n ir o y a l tires
G u lf p ro d u cts
shocks

707-7

Yarn Basket
knitting, crochetihg,
crewel
counted cross stitch
notions
T h u rs .-F ri. 1-6
Sat. 10-6

energy, causing a noticeable fade
in all of the competitors. Team
captain Dean Johnson lead the
team in 11th place in 28:52, fol
lowed by Gary Anderson in 16th.
Craig Slater in 17th. Dan Bisbee in
18th and Ryan Spencer in 24th.
Coach King was pleased that, des
pite the heat, none of the Cedar
ville runners dropped out of the
race, as did some members of most
of the college teams there.

LET US BE YOUR
ONE-STOP OPTICAL
SERVICE
contact lenses, sports eyewear,
“Ray-Ban” sunglasses,
racquetball glasses.

15 to 20% discount
with college I D.

m u ffle rs
b ra k e s
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Cross c'ountry men
district champs

Junior varsity defeats
Bluffton

5-0
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Field hockey dropped

Players, competition missing
A lack of trained players and a
lack o f comparable competition
brought an end to the women’s
field hockey team. Last season’s
coach, Ruth Boulet, stated that the
decision was made last spring after
a lengthy discussion and debate.
The question of continuing the
sport was brought before the Ath
letic Committee which then asked
the women of the physical educa
tion department faculty to submit a
recommendation, according to Dr.
Don Callan, department chairman.
Mrs. Boulet explained that after
meeting and discussing the
schedule, the past seasons, coach
ing and personnel, the women de
cided to recommend that field hoc
key be dropped.
"I felt this was the best decision,
but 1 was really saddened by i t . '
she remarked.
Mrs. Boulet listed several cir
cumstances taken into considera
tion in their decision. The lack of

players appeared to be the major
problem. While needing eleven
players on the field, the cbach
stated that the squad ended with a
team of only thirteen women, giv
ing little allowance for injury. This
also hinders practice as there are
not enough players to scrimmage.
Since it is an eastern sport, find
ing students who have trained for
the game is difficult. Getting other
students to come support the team
poses another problem as few
people understand the complex
rules.
The second major problem
listed was the lack of teams in this
area. Both Callan and Mrs. Boulet
explained that the schools in the
area which have field hockey
teams simply are too well-de
veloped in their programs to allow
competition with Cedarville.
"Other teams have been dropped
in schools this size,” she com
mented, adding that schools with
teams are scholarshipping many of

Injuries hamper soccer
Injuries have contributed sig
nificantly to the varsity soccer
team’s 4-4 record. A considerable
number of the team’s members
have played very little so far this
season due to injuries. Several
members of last year's team not re
turning has also had its effect on
the team's strategic efforts.
"Record wise, we are better this
year than last year. The real diffi
cult part of the season, playing
superior teams, is out of the way,”
said team co-captain Craig Herl.
On Oct. 2, the team defeated
Walsh, 2-0, at an away game,
which was also the team’s first

conference game of the season.
Freshman Noel Hack, who plays
outside wing, scored both of the
game's goals.
Reflecting on the 2-0 loss of the
Oct. 8 game against Wright State
University. Herl says, "We played
well defensively, but had problems
generating an offence.”
Surely no one can accuse the
men of playing poorly. The quarter
began with a few setbacks, and one
of them, the organization of team
strategy, has been lacking because
few players have been able to play
the entire season thus far; but the
team is optimistic, according
to Herl

their players.
“A lot of people are blaming Dr.
Callan for dropping a women’s
sport__” the coach continued, re
emphasizing that it was women
faculty members and coaches who
recommended that the sport be
dropped.
With their recommendation,
they also included a suggestion
that women's soccer be eventually
added to the fall sports schedule.
Mrs. Boulet explained that more
local high schools are beginning
girls' soccer teams. She continued
that it would possibly begin in the
intramural level to see if players
are interested. Interest is a definite
question, though, at this time, be
cause women’s soccer classes have
not been filled in the past, accord
ing to Callan.
Callan explained that there
would first have to be a need deter
mined for another women's sport
wifh the conclusion being that soc
cer would best meet that need. Ap
proval would then be required
from the Athletic Committee and
the administration before it could
be added.
“In view of this [elimination of
field hockey], we have added
women’s track and cross country,”
Callan noted.
One of the former field hockey
team members has begun with the
volleyball team, while another.
Deb Richardson, joined the cross
country team. Miss Richardson
commented that while she was dis
appointed by the decision, she was
pleased to have been able to play
one year of college hockey.
"With’all these facts behind you,
what else could you do?" Mrs.
Boulet ended.

Cedarville men’s cross country
is riding the wave of a revitalized
team and a very successful season,
^knd many people are asking
"WHY?” After all, having lost last
year’s 1st, 2nd, and 5th men in
Dave and Keith Averill and J.D.
McGillivray, one would naturally
expect a weaker 1982 team than
the 1981 version, which enjoyed
mediocre success at best. But there
is absolutely nothing mediocre
about - this year’s cross country
squad. From whole athletic ability
to a recaptured spirit of team unity,
the men have emerged as a team
with which to be reckoned.
Probably the best example of a
surprisingly high team finish (even
for the Jacket runners themselves)
came at the traditionally strong
Marion Invitational in Indiana on
September 24. The Yellow Jackets
sneaked in quietly, seized 6th
place and left most of the 15 team
field wondering what exactly silent
Cedarville had done that after
noon, And Coach King was not
about to break the silence about his
team. Let them wonder, he fig
ures. Being the underdog breeds
no pressure
So the next week, as underdogs,
the men travelled to Ata, Ohio for
the 12 team Ohio Northern Invita
tional. This was one meet. King
told his runners, where the compe
tition was within range. It was time
to test themselves and try to win
the biggest trophy. With hungry
aggressiveness the Cedarville bar
riers broke fast from the starting
line. After a blistering 4:50 first
mile, the leading pack included
Yellow Jackets Tom Hill and Gary
Anderson. After 5 miles in the 80°
heat, it was freshman Hilj who
led all 110 runners into the finish

ing shute, having outkicked
Walsh’s John Zaremba for a 25:52
victory. A strong Anderson
finished 4th in 26:22. For the rest
of Cedarville’s varsity, Dean
Johnson was 15th in 27:18, fol
lowed by Craig Slater in 17th in
27:18, Dave Shumaker 20th in
27:36, Dan Bisbee 21st in 27:37
and Ryan Spencer 29th in 27:57.
“We did it,” smiled Coach King,
“I’m very pleased.” But the trophy
the Jackets took home was for 3rd
place, behind Ashland and Walsh.
“We came here to run tough and
that we did.” You see, at least on
paper Cedarville remained an un
derdog.
Asbury, Kentucky was the next
stop, for the NCCAA District III
Cross Country Championship
Meet on October 9. The pre-race
consensus among the coaches was
that they expected Marion College
to win, and Spring Arbor of Michi
gan to place second. Cedarville
smashed them both, as well as
Grace College, Asbury, and Grand
Rapids Baptist. In the pouring
rain, the Cedarville men put to
gether an incredible team race,
scoring 34 points. Tom Hill, Gary
Anderson, Craig Slater and Dan
Bisbee were each named to the AllDistrict team, having placed 3rd,
5th, 7th, and 8th respectively.
Dave Shumaker was 11th, Dean
Johnson 12th and Ryan Spencer
13th. It is quite and accomplish
ment to put 7 men in the top 13 of a
major meet. In addition, many of
Cedarville’s junior varsity runners
beat men on the other team’s var
sity squads. So once again the
NCCAA District Championship
banner rests in Cedarville. This is
going to be hard to keep quiet.

JOB
HUNTING
JITTERS?
Getting your resume
together?
Facing an interview?
Planning you* career?
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,We have the ansvrers.
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Good hum or characterizes G arfield creator
by John F. Baker
Jim Davis sees his role essen
tially as one of cheering people up;
and unlike some artists and writers
with such missions, he seems to be
not in need of much cheering up
himself. On his way to New York
recently for an interview with PW ,
the creator of Garfield, the fat and
greedy cat which is the newest
superstar in the comic strip firma
ment, found himself fogged in for
hours at the Indianapolis airport.
When he finally made it to the
Manhattan offices of Ballantine.
his publishers, be had only a
couple of hours left before he had
to turn right around and fly back
again. And he was cheerful despite
it all - not gritted-teeth, smilingthough cheerful, but with the re
laxed, genial good humor that
seems to come a great deal easier to
Midwesterners than it does to deni
zens of the Big Apple.
Jim Davis, a youthful Indianan,
born and raised in Fairmount, a
farming town north of Muncie that
was also the birthplace of James
Dean, is a veteran interviewee. He
has'answered every conceivable
question that can be asked of a car
toonist (he even prints a selection
of the commonest ones, and his
jokey answers, in the back of his
new book); but he still comes ta
PW's questions with a freshminted enthusiasm that suggests he
has never heard them before.
“Few people have any idea of
just how a cartoonist works,” he
said, and proceeded to tell us. He
doesn’t work every day, for a start.
“I have to feel funny, so I write on
funny days.” (by “writing” he
means he thinks of a situation and
comes up with dialogue and rough
sketches.) “On a good funny day I
can come up with maybe two or
three weeks of gags, so you can see
I only need two or three of them a
month.” The daily strips usually
contain three pictures, with a dou
ble-length strip, allowing for more
development, on Sundays.

At this point, having been doing
Garfield for four years, he finds the
cat to be so deeply imbedded in his
psyche that there’s no question of
him being out of character. “Wher
ever it goes, it’s him - and I never
know in advance what he’s going
to do. Sometimes I feel as though
I’ve created a monster, and that I
have less and less to do with the
strip.” Davis is so confident of
Garfield’s powers, working in his
subconscious, that even if a strip
he’s drawn on a funny day doesn’t
make sense to him later, he’ll use it
anyway. “I simply respect the
mood in which I wrote it.”
lie becomes more philosophi
cal. “Comic strips are off the wall
anyway. If they made sense they’d
become predictable and people
would lose interest.” He has a high
opinion of comic strip readers.
“For a start, by far the majority are
adults, not kids. Their average age
is 18 to 43. and they’re aboveaverage intelligence, many with
education beyond high school.
After all. readers of a comic have
to make an effort of imagination to
extrapolate from a tiny two-dimen
sional drawing.”
Davis has stayed very close, to
home in the 35 years of his life. He
was an art major at a college in
Muncie - having ben a chronic
doodler” all his life - then went
into advertising, with commercial
freelance art on the side. He
worked as an assistant, sketching
backgrounds, for a strip called
“Tumbleweeds,”
but
always
longed to create his own. “I took a
go at a bug strip for a while but 1
couldn’t identify with a bug.” Gar-field was born essentially from
market research. “I looked at a lot
of strips and found there were
plenty of dogs but hardly any
cats.” Being a farm boy, he had
grown up among cats (though his
wife is allergic to them, and there
are none around the Davis house
hold now) and he was familiar with
their ways.
He tried Garfield for a year in a
local paper before he felt he was
ready to try for syndication.

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis

TA K E M E IN , J O N .
I'M COLP, I'M HUNGRY,
A N P I'M &ROKE

“That’s the dream of every comic
strip artist, to be syndicated, and
I’d been submitting for eight years
before I came up with Garfield.”
He submitted the cat to the three
major comic strip syndicates, and
three years ago signed a deal with
United Feature. “It was a terrific
moment, because they only take on
one or two new ones a year. Old
comic strips keep on going, even
after their original creators have
died, and every time there’s a
strike oranewsprint shortage, the
comics page is the first to shrink,
and somehow they never grow
back.”
As to the origin of Garfield in
book form, it was a break for Davis
and Ballantine both. He had
roughed out a book dummy, using
six month’ worth of strips , and
taken it to United Feature to see if
they could get any publisher inter
est in it. When he got home to In
diana there was a letter awaiting
him from Ballantine’s then editorin-chief Nancy Coffey. She and a
group of people at Ballantine had
become Garfield fans, reading the
strip in Philadelphia newspapers
(there was no paper carrying him in

United Feature, which syndicates
New York) and, say Davis, asked:
“What do we have to do to get Gar
field?” The answer, as he was de
lighted to tell them, was to get in
touch with United, a few blocks
away in New York. Garfield at
Large came out in March 1980,
and to date has gone through 13
printings, for 460,000-copies; its
sequel already has 275,000 copies
in print.
—
Since he divides all income from
the strip 50-50 with United Feature
—and since Garfield is going com
mercial in a big way this year, with
his rotund and frequently smug
face decorating T-shirts, calen
dars, mugs, posters and even (pre
serve us!)' stuffed Garfields Davis isn’t hurting. He is not one
for the bright lights, however.
He’s building a new house in Mun
cie, Indiana, and is thinking of
calling it (only half-jokingly) Ran
dom House. And occasionally he
pines for the even greater sales he
could, probably hope for with a
mass market version, though he’s
aware that the trade format is best,
in shape and quality of print and
paper, to get the Garfield image

Doumstown by Tim Downs

Garfield at Large was, he says,
"my single biggest break toward
national recognition.”
..Garfield’s image ;is essentially
an antiTauthoritarian one. Davis
has thought hard about the reason
for Garfield’s appeal, which seems
to be universal - he is now syndi
cated in 15 countries. “Garfield
has'all the attributes and attitudes
people are supposed to suppress in
themselves. He’s militant about
his right to oversleep and overeat
fin one strip he admires a.sunset
thinking it is a sunrise; in another
he becomes so fat his feet won’t
touch the floor|. And he appeals
both to people who love cats and
those who hate them; both sides
see themselves vindicated in Gar
field." (Those who hate cats may
be surprised to see Garfield
pressed into service to illustrate a
children's book Davis is now
doing for Random House, showing
children how to care for their cats.)
Davis’ own heroes among his
colleagues' are Johnny Hart of
"B .C ..” Mort Walker of “Beetle
Bailey" and "Hi and Lois” and
"of course” - Charles Schulz of
"Peanuts” (I think 'Snoopy and the
Red Baron’ is probably the greatest
sequence of strips that was ever
done”).
Davis has been remarkably suc
cessful on tour (on some occasions
lines
stretched
outside
the
bookstores waiting to meet him)
and is going to go out again for his
second book. Unlike most authors,
he finds autographing a cinch be
cause he’s so used to wielding a
pen, and boasts of having signed
900 books in one session. He can
visualize publishing new collec
tions “as often as people want to
see them.”
Doesn’t he ever worry about
running out of ideas? "I guess all
cartoonists do, and there are all
sorts of tricks 'you can do to tide
you over the bad spots. But in the
end the process of inspiration is
like walking into a dark closet and
taking gags off the shelf. Who
knows how big the closet is?”

by Jane Owen
1 feel like a piece of furniture.
Not that I have the dimensions of a
couch or refrigerator, exactly, but I
have the worn spots, the scuffed
corners and the broken springs of
your grandmother’s horsehair
sofa. I had to be here on campus a
week early, as did my journalistic
colleagues, to plan, execute, and
complete the publication of the
first issue of Cedars. To state it
more accurately, we scrambled,
raced, rearranged and adjusted to
all the complications that arose
without warning. Some of the
problems were both minor and an
ticipated... Iike not having a name
for the new dorm which we have
featured in this issue (kind of like
introducing your uncle and forget
ting his name), having only eight
writers to produce a full-size ex
ample of journalistic excellence
(no comments), and having rather
poor results at times in our efforts
to reach faculty members, who
lived, it seemed, in meetings and
lunch appointments.
As well as encountering all these
drop-in-the-bucket complications
which certainly "go with tj^e terri
tory,” as a friend of mine says, we
- at the risk of sounding like a cas
sette of Sir Winston Churchill - lit
erally gave blood, toil, tears and
sweat to this first issue which has
come to feel rather like an adopted
orphan to all of us on staff.
I’m not going to dwell on the lit
tle things like three out of the four
editors missing the first meeting (I,
by the way. being among the mis
sing in action), or our managing
editor becoming ill the second day
of our week, or the haggling be
tween the more photographic of us
as to which developer, toner and
even paper to buy and whether to
tell the very professional clerk at
the camera store that the shutter on
our camera has to be clicked twice
to take one picture. To pause for a
moment, let me point out that cam
era stores bring out the very worst
in photographers. By photo
graphers, 1 don’t mean those of us
who get thrills out of a Disc instamatic and drool over anything
that has a real rage-finder on it. I
mean the artists among us who
know intimately the intestines of
every camera on the market, who
have their sights set on a $1500
Hasselblad. Once these creative
geniuses get together, some as
pects of their personality inevita
bly cjo not mesh. After discussing
authoritatively the pros and cons of
this and that lens and trying to im
press the clerk that we were New
York Times staff and just here tem
porarily to help out the struggling
Cedars staff, I think we may have
lost a tad bit of our credibility when
two of us began arguing about the
pronunciation in "minestrone” and
“linguine." We were reduced to,
“Well, I’m Italian, and vie say
"minestronee,” and, "Then you're
the only Italian I’ve ever known
who does," when we grabbed a
tight hold of our equilibrium and
became once more the cool, in
control professionals before the in
escapable smirk of the ever-endur
ing clerk who quipped at one point.
“Do you always bring your own
floor show?”

to, I won’t dwell on the slight knife. Thank goodness, two
unpleasantries that only added an friends were with me who react,
extra dash of color to our otherwise for the most part, quite collectedly
dull, gray lives. Instead, I'll ex to such an emergency. One grab
plain the larger mish'aps that bent bed my wrist in a vise grip and suc
us into the pretzels you now see.
cessfully calmed my unexplaina
We made our first major deci ble hysterical laughter - yes,
sion as an editorial staff to switch laughter - while the other strode
printers for some bizarre reason purposefully to get the rescue
which, at that time, seemed wise. squad. Our conversation, not to be
Through several mistakes of our outdone by the previous floor
own and the printer, the first issue
was delivered stillborn last week
when we saw that a few very minor
flaws were indeed present in the
Fri., Oct. 15
paper's appearance, such as white
Prism 111concert in the chapel, 8p.nl.
streaks; little criss-cross lines
8 p.m.
showing through all the ads, se
verely-cropped photos and a volVolleyball vs. Sinclair Commu
leybalj player with no legs. Hence
nity College & alumni, 6 p.m.
the tears...many, many tears.
HOME
Hence frenzied meetings, quick
Trustees’ meetings
decisions and impromptu lessons Sat., Oct. 16
in anger control. Hence avoiding
Homecoming week concludes
sobbing hysterically on Dr.
with Homecoming soccer game
Johnson’s shoulder who stood by
against Asbury at 2 p.m.
us as any loyal advisor would. Mon.-Thurs., Oct 18-21
Hence an exceptionally terse, furi
CPR class conducted by Health
ously-spoken telephone confronta
.Service staff, 6:30-9:30 p.m,
tion between the printer and me.
Hence a quick supplication to our Tues., Oct; 19
Career Day
old printer to re-adopt us. Hence a
Wed.,
Oct. 20
wild updating of stories and news
Soccer vs. Wilmington,
and datelines...hence a checking
3:30 p.m. AWAY
to make sure that the new dorm
was still indeed just "new dorm.”
Besides these occurrences cen
tered upon the paper itself, the
editors all had numerous personal
crises which, though not earthby John Jackson
shaking, were not what we needed
this first week before classes. To
It was a dreary afternoon and I
avoid the risk of violating.the con had just spent a full day in Yellow
fidences of my friends, I'll not dis Springs. It was 5:30, but thoughts
close their mishaps. Mine alone of a grilled cheese sandwich back
were meaty enough to fill up a at the cafeteria wasn’t thrilling.
couple of afternoons of “General Being the spontaneous person that
Hospital.’’ Not being one for over 1 am, 1decided to call some friends
kill. I’ll leave you with the most in and have them meet me at Mike
triguing incidents that made the and Rosy’s Deli in Springfield.
week full of joy unspeakable.
Ever since my freshman year 1 had
I lost my purse at an evening re heard of Mike and Rosy’s but had
hearsal during college week. Not never ventured out to partake of its
exactly finding this a rare occur cuisine. “Put a deli in your belly”
rence, I. who have been described seemed like such an excellent slo
by more than one person as "need gan; I figured this deli had to be
ing a keeper” because of my ab different from other local eateries.
sent-mindedness, was still shook
The deli was easy to find:
considerably by the loss of my life straight on route 72 through
support system, which contained Springfield and making a left on
my I.D., checks, cash, driver’s W. McCreight Ave. The deli sat
license, pictures, comb, keys and about two blocks down on the
even a goatskin bag a close friend right-hand side.
sent me from New York City. I
learned how to smile engagingly at
In keeping with the typical
clicker girls at meals and explain, "Brooklyn Deli.” Mike and Rosy’s
over and over, that, yes, I would is filled with all kinds of “tastebud
eventually get a new I.D. if the old teasers.” It took me more than five
one was on the casualty list, and minutes to take in the large array of
how to keep a bright smile on my selections available, including side
little face to keep people from no- orders, desserts and drinks. Step
- ticing that my hair looked like rag ping into a deli means you become
weed since the only instrument 1 the chef. You choose what type of
had was my blow-dry brush. bread, meat, cheese and topping
F.ventuallv. through dint of much you want. All of Mike and Rosy's
prayer, my security blanket roved meats, cheeses and breads come
back to me, complete, by the way, from all over the country to insure
with all its accoutrements it could that they are fresh, tasty and of the
so easily have lost during the highest quality.
ordeal.
1 chose the deli special - a
I know - I know, you’re waiting Reuben. After ordering at th |
to see il l’ll conveniently forget the counter I selected my beverage and
part of Sir Winston's speech about a quarter-pound of potato salad
giving blood, Sorry...I even have from the coolers nearby. The des
that one figured out. Never mind sert cooler looked temptrhg with its
how. but at one point in my week, I choices of New York cheesecake,
was a little tired, a little washed- carrot cake and Black Forest
out. and a little careless... I stabbed cheesecake, but 1 opted to wait
a wrist artery with a tiny, incredi until after dinner to select a des
bly sharp blade called an Exacto sert. Since I was with a group of

show, ran along the lines of, “Jane,
staggering around the layout room,
aren’t you glad you took your nail
ordering me to sit down.
polish off?” and “Hey, Kathy, my
As you can see, it was a ghastly
fingers are turning blue,” and week with not one shred of material
"That’s all right, Jane. Just keep
lively enough to supply an Amper
quiet.” My roommate, the calmest sand column. Maybe for a barrel of
and most collected of us all, laughs next issue, I could discftss
quietly gave information to the res the newest slogan,...“Open the
cue team who arrived minutes later Tylenol, and you’ve got a
(“No, I’m Cheryl - she’s Jane, 20,
Printy 4 .’’) and also made me quit party” ...

Thurs., Oct. 21
M on., Tues., Oct. 25,26
Volleyball vs. Ohio Dominican
“A Sure Foundation” - a film
6p.m . HOME
dealing with inerrancy, to be
shown at 8 p.m. in the student
Fri.-Sun., Oct. 21-24
center.
Christian Service Teams
Retreat
Fri., Oct. 22
Tues., Oct. 26
Edna Hoilopeter senior flute
Volleyball vs. Wilmington &
recital, Alford, 8 p.m.
Urbana, 6:30 p.m. HOME
Fri., Sat., Oct. 22-23
Soccer vs. Findlay 3:30 p.m.
Student Body Project Talent
HOME
Night
Sat., Oct. 23
Thurs., Oct. 28
Word of Life 3-Man Basketball
Volleyball vs. Ohio Northern
Marathon
and College of Wooster,
Sophomore class canoeing trip
6:30 p.m. HOME
Soccer vs. Mt. Vernon
Resume writing workshop,
Nazarene, 2 p.m. HOME
4 p.m.

ight Lights
seven, we bought a 12 oz. bucket
of “Mumfords” potato chips. Now
those potato chips are no ordinary
chip. (Boy, this sounds like a com
mercial.) They are all-natural
chips, home-made in Urbana, and
they will top off your meal per
fectly.
“Reuben,” shouted Mike upon
completion of my order, and I
made my way to the counter. To
my pleasure, when tasting the
sandwich, I was quite glad to have
chosen Mike and Rosy’s over
McDonald's. Loaded with corned
beef, swiss cheese and sauerkraut,
surrounded with thick sliced dark

rye bread and steamed, this
Reuben was the best 1 had ever
eaten.
Mike and Rosy’s Deli is open
Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m.
to 11 p.m.: Friday and Saturday, 7
a.m. to 12 midnight and Sunday, 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. If you don’t have
time to make use of a large seating
area, then you can call ahead and
carry out. The deli not only
specializes in sandwiches, but also
and cheeses by the pound. For
more information, call Mike or
“Rosy” at 390-3511, and put a deli in
your belly.

A regular customer o f Mike and
Rosy's, Randy Thornburg encottr-

ages his friends to join him in en
joying the cuisine.

Long before rhe visual display Terminal found a permonenr place in
rhe newsroom, reporters finished rhe last page of rheir srory wirh a
"30," indicaring ro rhe editor rhar rhe srory was complete Thar's rhe
derivarion of this column, which only naturally appears ar rhe end of

Cedars.

by Edd Sturdevant, Jane Owen
and John Jackson
Getting caught up in the high
tech, fast-paced pressurized strata
of college life provides a minimum
of available time to relax, lay back
and enjoy life’s finer things. Vet,
when those times, as few and dis
parate as they may be, come, the
Cedarville area is rich in unique
and relaxing activities with which
to fill them. Unfortunately many
opt for shopping malls, miniature
golf and fast food when hand
crafted pottery, beautiful jewelry
and cozy, quiet repose are a mere
stone’s throw away.
The village of Yellow Springs
radiates a charm all its own.
Beyond Young’s Jersey Dairy and
the legends of Antioch College lie
a collection of shops and people
with a friendly and interesting dis
position. Products ranging from
six foot Humphrey Bogart posters
to sandalwood oil and handcrafted
pottery make not only superb gifts
(even for yourself), but also a fas
cinating opportunity to enjoy an af
ternoon of browsing.
Yellow Springs’ Xenia Avenue
is a col lection of specialty shops
with more than a little for every
one. King’s Yard is a mini plaza,
located on Xenia Ave., as well.
Favorite stops include a wide vari
ety of establishments, all within an
easy stroll of any parking area in
the business district.
Kings Yard Goods handies a
variety of fabric, virtually all of
which is natural. Their stock in
cludes wools, linens, silks and cot
tons - most of which are imported.
In addition, Grace, Kelly, Debbie
and Diane are all available to help
select colorful, inexpensive handscreened wall hangings. Employee
Kelly Thomas emphasizes that
Kings Yard Goods “has the best
selection in the area.”
Kings Yard also serves as home
to a pair of fascinating book stores.
Dark Star, which opened last
April, specializes in science fic
tion, fantasy and comic books.
They stock current issues and vol
umes, as well as collector items.
Their stock, ranging from humor
to “fanzines” is off-set by a selec
tion of gifts and accessories on the
same theme.
Mysteries From the Yard,
owned and operated by Mary
Frost-Pierson is a “Whodunnit
haven.” Specializing in “fine de
tective fiction,” Mysteries From
the Yard draws customers from
thoughout the midwest and as far
away as Forence, Italy, since its
opening three years ago. In addi
tion to staples like Mickey Spillane
and Agatha Christie, Mysteries
From the Yard also has a growing
selection of first edition collector
volumes as well as a used book ex
change. The book exchange allows
customers to trade in used vol
umes, paperbacks for 250 and pick
up others for 50-600.
Open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Tuesday-Saturday and I p.m.-4 p.m.
on Sunday, Mysteries From the

The village o f Yellow Springs,
nestled a mere stone's throw from
the village o f Cedarville, is a

haven almost overlooked by our
students. Its selection o f specialty
shops are perfect fo r a quiet.
Yard also sports a growing mail enue, they provide a massive
order business and search service. selection of organic and miscel
Owner Mary Frost-Pierson, who laneous health foods. Ninth House
has been profiled in the Dayton features a large selection of Ce
Journal-Herald, also takes pride in lestial Seasonings herb teas, vita
a large selection of books based on mins, dried nuts and fruits, and
Television and Movie themes in grains
organically
produced.
cluding James Bond, “The Man Health Foods includes a variety of
from U .N .C .L.E.” . and “The sandwiches - all natural and veg
Shadow.”
etarian, frozen ice cream (haagenYellow Springs Pottery is a co-> daze) and other items. While the
op venture of seven area residents. two have much in common, they
They manufacture, by hand, fas are each distinctive in many re
cinating and attractive pottery in spects as well. Both are worth a
their homes; each shares in the visit by. anyone interested in im
managerial responsibilities. Faith proving their diet, as well as their
Morgan, Pat Kontonickas, Evelyn appearance; each stocks a line of
LaMers, Susan Kirchmer, Eve hair care and cosmetic products.
Fleck, Chuck Healy and Janet
The Bonadies Glasstudio is
Murie all design and produce pot filled with the remarkable beauty
tery dishes, vases and novelty of handcrafted stained glass.
items available for sale at reasona While there are beautiful windows
ble prices; four of the seven are and mirrors of cut and stained
their household’s primary wage glass, there are also items available
earners. Yellow Springs Pottery is on the college budget. Mirror
an ideal place to shop for special
($13.50), planters ($15.00) and
gifts, as well as items like Chuck jewelry boxes ($15.00) are all ex
Healy’s mug, featuring a smiling
cellent examples of craftsmanship
mustachioed face, for yourself.
at reasonable prices. Since all
They are open Monday through
stained glass sold here is made on
Saturday from noon til 5:30.
the premises, conversations with
No Common Scents, also lo the artisans are nearly as fascinat
cated in Kings Yard, specializes in ing as their work. The Glasstudio
spices, herbs, botanicals (so-called
has been in operation for seven
healing herbs), perfumes and han years; they are open Monday
dcrafts. In their third year of exis through Friday-10 a.m .-5:30 p.m.
tence, No Common Scents sells a^ and Sunday from noon til four.
line of over 40 exciting herbal and
Across the street is the Great
flavored teas ranging from 40 to Outdoor Exchange (formerly
900 per ounce that are sure to de
Love and the Great Outdoors). The
light. They also have a selection of
Exchange specializes in outdoor
natural oils that make excellent
gear, particularly for rock climb
perfumes; the most interesting in
ing and camping. It is probably the
clude sandalwood, new mown
area’s largest supplier of such
hay, orange blossom, hyacinth and
gear. Open Monday through
lavender.
Thursday 10:30-5:30 and Friday
The final'stop in Kings Yard is
till 8 and Sunday from noon til
Ninth House Life Foods. Along
four, the Exchange is the place to
with Health Foods on Xenia Av
shop for outdoor gear.

relaxing afternoon o f browsing. the tastes and peculiarities uf
The products features, both inside almost everyone.
and outside o f King's Yard, tempt
Earth Rose specializes in im in mother of pearl, opal and tur
ported gifts and clothing. In Yel quoise is simply stunning. Always
low Springs for ten years, their line willing to help, Ohio Silver pro
includes a wide varity of wicker vides a complete jewelry repair
baskets and accessories, wall and polishing service. In addition,
hangings, leather goods and small they also fashion jewelry by hand
gift items. Of particular note, how for special orders. Since their be
ever, are the very large variety of ginning 11 years ago, Ohio Silver
scented soaps and orante Chinese has set such interesting items as
vases. A lengthy browse through roofing tile for one customer, obvi
Earth Rose is a highlight of shop ously as a tongue-in-cheek gift.
ping in Yellow Springs.
Ohio Silver offers free ear pierc
ing with an earring purchase in adThe Molladoor is a second diton to their other jewelry. Moore
hand shop.. The window sign there summarized, “We carry neither
reads “Trash with Class.” Indeed, costume nor investment grade
there is some of that there. How jewelry. We find a great deal of
ever, sometimes it is difficult to very interesting design work going
prices. We
find the “Class” mixed in the clut on at moder,
ter of good bargains. If shopping specialize in moderately priced
for furnishings and decorations for pieces that are made to last.”
The treasures of Yellow Springs
the dorm, the Molladoor is a good
place to begin. In addition, thrift continue. Clockworks specializes
pieces and used records are avail in watch and clock repair as well as
stately grandfather clocks and
able in a “treasure” haven.
Andrew Spencer of Emporium other time pieces. The Yellow
Unlimited describes his product Springs Bike Shop is a one-stop
line as "necessary vices." Coffee, shop for bikes and all accessories
freshly ground on the spot from such as packs and helmets. Un
imported beans, stemware and finished Creations stocks art and
kitchen utensils of all types are jewelry supplies and equipment. In
only a part of the “luxurious neces addition, many students will want
sities” available there. They are in to stop in for their stationery by the
pound and line of gifts. Ott Shop
their third year of operation.
While Gemini is in actuality a handles a line of unusual gifts of all
framing shop, the framed poster art sorts. The variety of specialty
available makes it an interesting products is well worth a look.
An afternoon in Yellow Springs
stop. Owned and operated by a
former college philosophy profes is a breath of fresh air taken out of a
sor, Gemini is well worth the visit busy schedule. The willingness of
and the items available are priced merchants to help, and even to chat
moderately for the revel of quality when things aren't busy, make it
enjoyable. The moderate and low
involved in their hand framing.
A personal favorite in Yellow prices make it a joy to the pocket
Springs is the Ohio Silver Com book. The people and their handi
pany. In their eleventh year, Kerry work make the village of Yellow
Moore and Marcia Wallgren Springs, as Kings Yard Goods em
specialize in "middle price range” ployee Grace Alexander says,
jewelry. Their selection of jewelry "unique.”

